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At Hearing Here Tuesda
A public hearing was held last night
at the regular meeting of the Murray
Planning Commission by Chester
Engineers on a public participation
program for wastewater control in
Murray and Calloway County.
The total cost for the Murray area
was estimated at $4,464,180, of which 75
per cent would be funded through
federal sources. The Chester
representatives were optimistic that
the Murray project would be funded, if
approved by the city, because Murray
is listed as No. 13 on the priority list in
the state of Kentucky.
The outlook was not as bright for the
rest of the county. Hazel is listed as No.
202 in the state priority list, a rating
which would definitely not favor federal
funding at this time. The Hazel project
is estimated at $44.300. The engineers
could not say whether the Hazel project
would ever be eligible for federal
funding, due to the amount of federal
Sunny and Warm
Sunny and warm this afternoon;
clear and mild tonight. Highs this af-
ternoon in the mid to upper 80s, lows
tonight in the low to mid 60s. Winds east
to northeasterly at 5 to 10 miles per
hour today, becoming southerly on
Thursday. Continued sunny and a bit
warmer Thursday, with highs in the
upper 80s. Partly cloudy and warmer
Friday.
n.oney appropriated, and the future
priority rating assigned to the project.
Other projects in the county included
in the study were Dexter, Highway 94,
Highway 121, the Center Ridge area,
the Panorama Shores area, and the
Pine Bluff area. These areas were
given little if any chance for federal
funding.
The recommended approach for the
City of Murray's sewer system was to
upgrade and expand its present system.
The proposed modifications include:
—Extension of Collector and in-
terceptor sewers to serve Shady Oaks,
Mobile Home Village and Green Acres
Trailer Parks;
—Further study and rehabilitation of
existing sewers as recommended in the
infiltration—inflow analysis;
—Replacement of the Bee Creek
pump station in order to handle a total
peak flow of approximately 4.9 MGD;
—Upgrading and expansion of the
existing treatment plant.
An implementation schedule, if
approved by the city, calls for con-
struction to begin in October, 1977, with
construction to be completed by March,
1900.
In the regular meeting of the plan-'
fling commission, the members
discussed a proposed bike trail through
the city. The city is eligible for a $3,500
grant from the state for a study of the
project, and would be eligible for more
state funds to implement the proposed
bike route.
OPTIMIST SPEAKER — Ann K. Bolin (right), Calloway County luven
Probation Officer, was the guest speaker at the regular meeting of the
Murray Optimist Club last night. She told the club members of the
problems she encounters with local juveniles. At left is Optimist program
chairman Billy Miller.
The commission also discussed the
old L & N Railroad Depot building.
which has been donated to the city, A
six-month time limit has been imposed,
however, during which the city must
have the building moved from its
present site.
City Planner Steve Zea, who called
the building a "historic landmark," will
look into waylond rosts of moving the
building. The city-county park com-
mittee has expressed an interest in
moving the depot to the park, however,
no method of moving the building has
been proposed that is not cost
prohibitive.. s
The planners set a public hearing for
the next regular meeting on the
rezoning of two lots on the north side of
Sycamore between 12th and 13th
Streets. The request for rezoning came
from Loretta Jobs, and asks that the
property be rezoned from residential to
professional office.
The commission voted to recommend
to the council that the city pay $2,900 in
matching money for a one-third share
of a 701 contract for planning services
for the city.
Zea also told the commission that he
has received two complaints on used
car clean-up shops being operated in
residential areas within the city. Brent
Adams was cited as operating a shop at
804 North Eighth Street, and Mike
Snyder is allegedly operating a shop at
1002 Sharpe. The city planner said he
will write letters to these individuals
informing them of the violations.
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SUSPECT SOUGHT — An intensive search for a suspect in the robbery of the Bank of Farmington this morning was
launched by state and local law officials in an area near the South Pleasant Grove Church this morning, Law officials
were utilizing an airplane as well as a land search in an effort to apprehend the suspect. staff Photo bv David Hill
Sewerage Proposals For
15' Per Copy
Farmington Bank Robbed Today




An intense search for a suspected
bank robber was being conducted by
law enforcement officials at noon today
in an area near the South Pleasant
Grove Church between Crossland and
Wiswell in southwestern Calloway
County.
The suspect fled the Bank of Far-
mington this morning with an un-
dertermined amount of money
following the robbery that occurred at
approximately 9:45 p.m.
Kentucky State Police thorn several
surrounding counties, Murray City
Police and Calloway County and
.‘iraves County Sheriffs' department
officials are participating in the search
for the suspect, which is being con-
ducted on foot as well as by air.
Officials on the scene reconstructed
the events leading up to the search as
follows:
The lone suspect entered the bank
around 9:45 p.m. this morning wearing
a stocking mask. After taking the un-
dertermined amount of money, he fled
the bank in a 1973 green Chevrolet
owned by bank president Fred Bennett.
Early reports were that the suspect
headed toward Mayfield however a
Murray City Police patrol unit spotted
the car around 10:15 a.m. on .the
Wiswell Road and began pursuit of the
suspect.
The suspect was traveling at a high
rate of speed ahead of a police unit arid
patrolmen fired several shots at the
getaway car in an attempt to stop it.
Jne of the shots apparently hit a tire on
the car causing the tire to blow 2.pt and
forcing the suspect to abani the
escape vehicle.
As the getaway car came to a stop the
suspect "took off running through
bushes,- one witness said.
The law enforcement officials are
concentrating their search in the area
where the car was abandoned. The area
contains several heavily wooded iota
and cornfields, •
This is the first robbery of the Bank of
Farmington since the bank moved into
its new building. The bank had been the
target of bank robbers a number of
times in the past.
Ford Appears In Firm Control
Of Convention With1- 6-C-Win
- I-
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
President Ford appears firmly in
control of the 1976 Republican National
Convention as the delegates prepare to
choose the party's presidential nominee
tonight. He established his dominance
with a clear-cut victory on an issue• • 
• chosen by challenger Ronald Reagan.
, The climactic confrontation toward
which Ford and Reagan have moved
for nine months was hours away and
. only a reversal that would rank as a
'̀political Miracle could keep Ford from
first-ballot victory.
After the defeat of Reagan's bid to
Torre Ford to name his running mate
this morning, attention turned to the
remaining men on Ford's list of
prospects, said by one source to
number only five now.
Ford was described as delighted with
the outcome of the first test of strength
at the convention.
A Reagan spokesman said the former
California governor still expects to win
the presidential nomination. He
described Reagan as "disappointed but
not completely surprised." But
Reagan's campaign director
acknowledged that it would be an uphill
battle.
After a decisive 1,180-1,069 victory in
the first major test of this 31st GOP
convention, Ford's strategists worked
out a compromise that avoided another
Fund Raising Project
Planned By 4-H Club
The Calloway County 4-H Club
members will be selling bottles of
vanilla extract and lemon extract and
boxes of black pepper as a money
making project.
Each of the items will sell for one
dollar each, according to Jane Steely,
County Extension Agent for 4-H in
Calloway-County.
Four-H members will be selling some
door to door, and will have a table set




Hours for the general clinics at the
Calloway County Health Center, North
Seventh and Olive Streets, Murray, are
from 8:00 to 11:30 a. m. and 1:00 to 4:00
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays of
each week.
Clinics for the public to receive shots,
blood pressure, diabetes screening.
etc., are held all day on both Tuesday
and Thursday. The TB skin teit.s are
given only on Tuesday, according to
officials at the Health Center.
Rep. Hubbard To Attend
Rocking Chair Marathon
First District Congressman Carroll
Hubbard will attend the Rocking Chair
Marathon scheduled for Friday, August
20 at 5:00 p. m. Congressman Hubbard.
who is in recess from Congress due to
the Republican National Convention,
will also participate in the Rock-A-Thon
as a rocker.
According to spokesmen for the
charity event, over seventy entries
have been received. All proceeds from
the Rock-A-Thon will go to the senior
citizens and also various speech and
hearing projects in the Murray area.
Other entertainment will be provided
by the Murray Square-A-Naders, an
area square dance group. The dancing
group, which performs regularly every
second and fourth Saturday as well as
appearing at area county fairs, will
perform on the court square between
8:00 and 8:30 The Murray Square-A-
Naders are well-known in the area and
they also provide entertainment for
both nursing homes in Murray.
z
floor fight over the foreign policy plank
in the party platform.
Backers of both sides arrived at the
convention hall Tuesday knowing that
before the session ended they would
have a clear indication of which 'man
had the strength to prevail. It was an
emotional night. The noise and the
politics had escalated from the opening
day sessions on Monday. The demon-
strations when Mrs. Ford and then Mrs.
Reagan arrived in the hall were louder
and longer than they had been the night
before.
Speakers were interrupted as par-
tisans for both candidates tried to shout
each other down.
The crucial vote came on Reagan's
proposal to require Ford to name his
running mate before the balloting for
the presidential nomination. Ford's
victory by a Ill-vote margin was all the
more impressive because the President
had allowed Reagan to choose the issue
and then trounced him in the ultimate
test of political power: who can get the
votes.
Ford's margin of victory was
far wider than most observers ex-
pected.
That vote was taken within hourkof4
the time the Associated Press delegate
survey showed Ford had moved past
tlie 1,130 majority of delegate votes he
would need to win the presidential
nomination.
Ford's strength continued to climb
through the night.
The latest AP tally, based on legal
commitments and publicly stated
preferences. give Ford 1,139, Reagan
1,039, with 81 uncommitted.
A Ford spokesman predicted that the
'Prfdent would win the nomination
tonight and then would ask for a
meeting with Reagan, a statement that
immediately increased speculation that
Ford would offer the vice-presidential
nomination to his opponent.
And Reagan was on the list of five
named by a Ford campaign source.
Others on the list were Sen. Howard H.
Baker Jr. of Tennessee, Treasury
Secretary William Simon, former
Teras Gov. John B. Connally and
former Deputy Atty. Gen. William D.
Ruckelshaus.
Reagan has said repeatedly that he
would not accept the vice-presidential
nomination.
Delegate Totals
KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP) — Here are
delegate votes by candidate based on
biding requirements or stated





Total delegate votes 2,255
Needed to nominate 1,130
Totals are based on current
allocations or preferences of all
delegates.
Charlie Bazzell was awarded the Eagle Badge at 4-Court of Honor held by
Boy Scout Troop 77 on Monday evening at the-list Christian Church With
Scout Barrell are his parents, Mr. and Mrs. HtSward Bazzell.
Eagle Award Earned By
Scout Charlie Bazzell
Scout Charlie Bazzell was awarded
the coveted Eagle Badge, highest rank
in scouting, at a Court of Honor held
Monday evening by Troop 77 in the
troop meeting hall at the First*
Christian Church.
Charlie is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Bazzell of the Kirksey Com-
munity. He will be a senior this fall at
Murray High and at present is a leader
in Troop 77.
FA Chrisman, Four Rivers Council
Executive Committee member, made
the "Eagle Charge" to Scout Bazzell.
that he accept the challenge and pledge
himself to further scout endeavors,
service and integrity in his every deed.
Dr. Bill Grasty represented the Four
Rivers Council also and was the
Chairman of the Court of Honor. He
presented the rank of Tenderfoot to
Chris Grasty, Chris Fazi, Todd
Harrison. and Kenny Parrish.
Scoutmaster Tom Carruthers made
the Second Class rank presentation to
Paul Austin, Brent Clark, Jeffery
Carruthers, Wayne Higgins, and Chris
Grasty. The First Class rank went to '
Paul Austin, Mark Austin, and Jeffery
Carruthers. Scout Mike Pitts received
the life Rank.
Doug Crafton was awarded the
Bronze Eagle Palm for extra work
about the Eagle rank.
Every scout in the troop received
merit badges previously earned.
Following the ceremony refresh-
ments were provided by the parents of
the new Eagle Scout.
Troop 77 meets each Monday evening
in the basement of the First Christian
Church. All boys interested in scouting
are invited to attend.
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Cunningham c Allen
Wedding Is Saturday
Plans have been completed
by Miss Vickie Cunningham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W.
A. Cunningham of Murray, for
her marriage Liz...Brent Allen,
son of Mrs. Susie Allen of
Murray and Robert Allen of
Dover, Tenn.
• The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday, August 21, at 7:30
m. at the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church with
Rev. Charles Morris of-
ficiating at the double ring
ceremony.
Presenting a program of
nuptial music will be Ricky
Cunningham, twin brother of
- the bride-elect, and Mrs. Judy
Adams, pianists, and Mrs.
Letha Patterson, soloist.
Miss Cunningham will be
given in marriage- by her
father. She has chosen Miss
Heathcott as her maid
honor, Miss Debbie Lee and
Miss Robin Allen, sister of the
1;room-elect, as bridesmaids,
Miss Romana Burnley as
tinior bridesmaid, and Miss
LAST
2 MITES!
Dana Todd as flower girl.
Best man will be Bob
Blalock. Groomsmen will be
Owen Garrison and Glen Culp,
junior groomsman will be
Scott Nit, nephew of the bride-
elect, and ringbearer will be
Timmy Cunningham, also a
nephew of the bride-elect.
Serving as ushers will be
Tony Raspberry and Larry
Crutcher.
Mrs. Brenda Nix, sister of
the bride-elect, will direct the
wedding.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
church fellowship hall.
No invitations have been
issued and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Smith of Murray

















COWRY. PIC,LIRE S PRESENTS a D.. OMEN'. 141-711,
JANAPAICHAEL VINCENT MARILYN HASSETT. CHIEF OAN GEORGE
LAST 2 MITES
Starts FRI for 3 BIG WEEKS!
THE GLORY. THE SUSPENSE, THE SPECTACULAR DRAMA
OF THE MEN WHO WON THE MOST DECISIVE
NAVAL BATTLE IN OUR HISTORY!
- rokAirr




"Jackson Co. Jail" (R) 8:00 Only


















Three Local Women Receive The__
CPS Rating Aftei- Examination
PSS CPS EXAMINATION: Three members of The Murray
Chapter of The National Secretaries Association (In-
ternational) have successfully completed all sections of
the comprehensive Certified Professional Secretary (CPS)
examination. They are (seated, from 10): Mrs. Cindy Her-
ndon and Mrs. Anita Thomas. Standing, Miss Melva Holt.




completing all six parts of the
twelve-hour, two-day
examination administered by
the Institute for Certifying
Secretaries, an internal
department of the
Association, and achieving the
status of Certified
Professional Secretary (CPS),
are Mrs. Cindy Herndon, Miss
Melva Holt, and Mrs. Anitn
Thomas.
The examination is based
upon analysis of secretarial
work, with emphasis on
judgment, understanding and
administrative ability gained
through experience. It in-
cludes skills, technique, and
knowledge in these areas of
secretarial proficiency; en-
vironipental relationships,
business and public policy,
economics of management,





Mrs. Cindy Herndon, Route
3, Murray, is the wife of
Jackie R. Herndon, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Steele. Cindy attended
Murray University School,
graduating 'in 1970. She
received her A. A. degree
from Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn.,
1972, holds a membership in
Freed-Ha rdeman Associates,
and her B. S. degree from
Murray State University, 1973,
with an area in business.
Mrs. Herndon was listed in
Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities,
1974, and received the
National Business Education
Award of Merit in 1974. She
has been chairman and served
on many committees, and
presently is co-chairman of
CPS-education committee,
and a member of telephone
and bulletin committees of
Murray Chapter, NSA. Her
hobbies are reading and
horseback riding. She is an
active member of the 7th and
Poplar Church of Christ. Mrs.
Herndon is presently
secretary to Sid Easley,
Calloway County Attorney.
Miss Melva Holt, 1406
Johnson Blvd., was reared on
a dairy farm in Lo-res
(Graves County), and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Holt, Route 1, Cun-
ningham. She is a graduate of
Lowes High School, and
Murray State University,
where she is presently
working toward her MBA
degree with emphasis in
personnel management. Miss
Holt was recently promoted to
Coordinator of Non-Academic
Employment at Murray State.
Prior to this time, she 'was
executive Secretary to Dr.
Thomas B. Hogancamp, Vice
President 'for Administration
and Finance at Murray State.
Before coming to Mut-gay,
'Miss Holt taught business at
Dixie Heights High School in
Fort Mitafell; was executive
secretary to Vice President
for Development and Public
Relations at Berea College;
was administrative secretary
for the Salvation Army in
Lexington; and secretary to
the president of Panseria,
Dotune, Tilsley & Co., Ar-
chitects, Cincinnati, Ohio.
The first female to be
named as official scorer,
Melva is scorekeeper for the
Racer basketball games and
is a registered high school
basketball official. She serves







Gerald F. O'Brien, 8916
Oconto, Mortongrove, Ill.,
Mrs. Debra Joan Doss, Box
343, Murray, Master Anthony
W. Enoch, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn..
Zona Odell Pinson, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tn., Randolph M.
Touchstone, Rt. 6, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Dorthy S. Browder, 272
Royal St. Dyer, Th., Mrs.
Annette Collie, Rt. 5, Benton,
Edward L. Collie, Rt. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Dorthy N.
Atkins, Box 126, Hardin, Miss
Hortense Cunningham, 205
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs. Gail
B. Herndon and Baby Boy, Rt
2, Hazel, Mrs. Deborah D.
Ramage and Baby Boy, 306
College Courts, Murray, Ky.,
Mrs. Wanda S. Willoughby,
Rt. 3, Box 175, Murray, Mrs.
Bonnie Ruth Mohundro, Rt. 6,
Murriy, Mrs. Beulah M.
Calhoon, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
Millie G. Elkins, 1307 Doran
Rd., Murray, Jewell 0. Evans,
911 N. 16th, Murray, Walter J
Karnes, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Cecil
L. Knight, Rt. 1, Alm°, Ray E
Sinclair, Rt. 8, Box 83,
Murray, Tennie R. Higgins






Baby Girl Skaggs (mother
Reba K.), Box 64, Lynn
Grove, Baby Girl Jones
(mother Diana L.), Rt. 1, Box
84, Murray. _
DISHIAALS
Mrs. Carloya F. Darnall and
Baby Boy, Rt. 5, Benton,
Clyde V. Hedgecoth, 415
Adams, Desloge, Mo., Mrs.
Venice Travis, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Sharon R. Price, Rt. 1,
Box 106, Dover, Tn., Mrs.
Anisa T. Mahfoud, 1609
Catalina Dr.,. Murtay, Mrs.
Pearl M. Minn, Box 14,
Dexter, Clarence E. Rider,
1030 Manley Apt. No. 7, Paris,
Tn.. Dewey L. Rider, 1030
Manley Apt. No. 7, Paris, Tn.,
Dewey L. Riley, Rt. 8, Benton,
J. W. Kennedy, Rt. 1, Box 111,
Cottage Grove, Tn.
finance adviser to the Alpha
Gamma Delta sociaLsorority
at Murray State University,
and is past-president of the
alumni chapter of the sorority.
Miss Holt is a member of the
First Baptist Church.
A Kentucky Colonel and
selected as an Outstanding
Young Woman of America,
1976, Miss Holt is president-
elect of the Murray Chapter,
NSA, and will assume the
duties of president next June.
Melva is the Chapter's
parliamentarian, co-
chairman of the CPS-
education committee and a
member of the program and
secretaries' week com-
mittees.
Mrs. Anita Thomas, 508
Richardson Drive, is married
to Edward A. Thomas,
Manager of Information
Systems in the computing and
InfOrmationTenter at Murray
State University, and they
have two sons, Eric Anthony,
four, and Stephen Paul, two.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. L.. Burton, Jackson-
ville, Fla., formerly of
Murray.
Anita is a graduate of
Murray College High School,
1964, qlid graduated from
MurrayState University, 1968,
receiving a B. S. degree in
business, with an area in of-
fice management. She was
initiallt employed in the office
of Murray State University's
President Dr. Harry M.
Sparks, 1968, and is presently
executive secretary to Dr.
• Thomas B. Hogancamp, Vice
President for Administration
and Finance, Murray State.
Mrs. Thomas is a charter
member of the Murray
Chapter, NSA, serving as Vice




1972-73; and has served as
Chairman and a member of
numerous committees in the
Murray Chapter. Mrs.
Thomas is an active member
of the 'AN and P5_14srarant-
of Christ.
Tennis Lineup Girl Scout Council
Given, Thursday
Plans Drive DinnerLineups for Group A of the
Women's Tennis at the
Murray Country Club have
been released for Thursday,
August 19, by Peggy
Billington, captain, as
follows:
Group One - Corine
Stripling, Ellen Harrell, Judy
Nall, and Janice Austin.
Group Two - Ann Williams,
Lois Keller, Peggy Billington,
and Rainey Apperson,
Group Three - Nancy
Whitmer, Brenda Marquardt,
Nancy. Walston, and Shirley
Homra. -
Group Four- 7-- Patsy
Oakley, Ann Burk;--- -.1anet
Housden, and Betty Jo Put*..
dom.
Each one is asked to bring a
sandwich. The group will
"swim after play is completed.
Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council, Paducah, will have a
kickoff .dinner for its.
Sustaining Membership Fund-
Drive, Thursday, August 26, at
7:00 p.m. at the Paducah Civic
Center, Paducah.
The Council is in danger of
losing its charter and one of
the main stumbling blocks is
the financial situation. -We
are having this dinner as the
beginning event of our con-
centrated fund drive for Bear
Creek Girl Scout Council," a
spokesman said.
David Hoy, nationally
._known psychic, will be the
g-uest speaker for thalfish fry.
The tickets are a 85.00
donation and are on sale at the





Street, Paducah, or call 443-
8704,
BRITAIN GIRL
Heather WWI) is the name
chosen by .Mr. and Mrs.
Tommy Lynn Brittain of
Dexter for their baby girl,
weighing eight pounds 2"4
ounces, born on Thursday,
August 5, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is employed by
Tom's Pizza and Steak House,
Draffenville
Grandparents are Harold
Brittain of Murray, Wilma
Brittain of Rockford, Ill., and















Open Nights and Sundays 
















Nic crop Cabbage lb 8c
Bartlett Pears California lb 39c




Any Size Pkg :99e
Owens Best
Deli Baked Ham lb '2"
with 12 50
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Down the of Interest To
\ .
ti 
e arden Path"  Senior Citizens
.p.T47 .• . 4,24 j.,16
-'Eie .4, 4-'m-if4
By MRS. W. P. wruxiats
I had a.tragedy at my house
last week I had to cut down a
huge oak tree. As I watched it
fall, limb by limb, I thought of
the years it had taken for it to
attain the height and breadth
as it spread its shade over the
entire corner of the yard. But
it had begun to die and I was
afraid the coming winter
winds would drop some of the
big limbs on the house.
A big tree is a magnificent
thing and although there are
some smaller trees that will
eventually shade that part of
the year, I will miss this big
White Oak. It stood some
hundred feet or more,
towering over all its neigh-
bors. I have one consolation: I
have enough good wood, all
cut, to last all winter in the
fireplace.
I mentioned a couple of
weeks ago that ,this is the time
to -take cuttingS of various
plants to-start new ones. It is
the most interesting thing in
the world to watch the cuttings
put out their roots.
Each sort has its own way of
doing it: some root from he
bottom of the stem, other root
. all along the entire cutting.
They form interesting pat-
terns in the row of glass jars I
have on my breakfast table as
I watch them develop. They
also make an attractive
bouquet on the table
All that is necessary then, is
is to put them in small pots in
good loose soil and keep them
moist for a few days until they
get acclimated. Some cuttings
that I rooted two weeks ago
have already started showing
buds.
If you have plants or shrubs
that prodike berries, be sure
that they are kept well
watered. During the dry
weather, if there is a lack of
moisture, the berries may fall.
So watch them and soak them
thoroughly once a week. There
doesnl. Seem ao be any rain in
sight, for a few days anyway
I noticed an article in a
magazine a few days ago that
'was headed "Remove
Unwanted Weeds," I won-
dered if there were any
Wanted Weeds. I certainly
don't have any. I suppose
there are some that are at-
tractive enough to have, but
even they would have to be
controlled.
The slogan for August is pull
the weeds and water
everything thoroughly.. It will
surely pay off. Weeds are
going to seed and each one
pulled up now will save many
in the spring They take so
much strength out of the
ground that is needed for
plants, Hot work, but worth it_





Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.• 
At Brandon Springs Camp, . LBL Tbarsdaydlugust 19
Forty members and guests
of the Murray Golden Age
Club held an outing at
Brandon Springs Group Camp
in the Land Between the Lakes
on July 19, 20, and 21.
Members enjoyed the
outdoor activities which in-
cluded boating, swimming,
and hiking as well as indoor
recreation, playing cards, and
singing.
Highlight of the group
participation was a mock
wedding celebrating the 48th
wedding anniversary of Mabel
and Bryan Tolley. The bride
had a sheet for the veil and
carried a branch attractively
Pat Coleman, Jr.
To Receive Degree
Pat Oury Coleman, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Pat 0.
Coleman, 815 North 19th
Street, Murray, is a candidate




A graduate of Westport High
School, Louisville, Coleman
has majored in physical
education at Lipscomb,
President Athens Clay
Pullias will confer bachelor's
degrees on the August class o
approximately 115 in corn-
mencment exercises to be
held'. in the auditorium of
Granny White Pike Church of
Christ adjoining the campus.
'the valedictorian's medal
will be presented by Dean
Mack Wayne Criag to Jeff
David Whitfield, Nashville
pre-medical student. Only
other presentation at com-
mencement is the Good-
pasture Bible which Vice
President Willard Collins will
award to James David Har-
dison, Columbia, Tenn.,




Dalton does the rest
...with imagination, with
style. Totally together.
Sizes 6 to 18.
Solid color pull-on pants
Solid color drop shoulder
top with drawstring
bottom




Goodpasture is donor of the
Bible.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman have
been invited as honor guests at
the reception Pref ident and
Mrs. Pullias will give for
graduates, their families, and




and Mrs. Lowell At-
chley of Almo announce the
birth of a baby girl, Laura
Elizabeth, weighing six
pounds 91/2 ounces, born on
Friday, August 6, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The father is news editor of
the Tribune-Courier, Benton,
and the mother, a registered
nurse, is on leave from the
local hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and




grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Chris Anderson of
Rogersville, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. William Kincannon
of Georgetown, Tenn.
HEHEMAN1N BOY
Mr. and Mi s. Russell-
Hehemann of Madisonville
are the parents of a baby boy,
Russell Howard, weighing
eight pounds seven ounces,
born on Thursday, August 5, at
the Hopkins County Hospital
there.
Maternal grandparents are
Mrs. Evelyn Thompson of
Paris', Tn., and the late Wesley
Howard of Buchanan, Tn., and
paternal grandparents are
Mrs. Lurlye Smith and the late
Robert Hehemann of
Madisonville. Maternal great
grandparents are Mrs. Ave
Mizell and Mrs. Walena
Howard, Paris, Tn.
DOTSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Dotson
of Benton announce the birth
of a baby boy, Gary Howard,
born on Thursday, August 5, atft
the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Loman Dotson of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Baldwin of Mayfield Route
- Five. Mrs. Vivian Beach of
Kirksey is a great grand-
mother.
PATTERSON GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Pat-
terson of New Concord are the
parents of a baby girl, Ashley
Paige, born on Monday,
August 9, at one a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Both the father and mother




Louise Patterson of New
Concord and Mr. and Mrs. J.
G. Murray of South Carolina.
PRITCHETT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Prit-
chett of Dexter Route One are
the parents of a baby girl,
Allison Deanne, weighing six
pounds six ounces, born on
Tuesday, June 29, at 12:03
p.m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mrs. Jo
Pritchett of Dexter and Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Bailey of
Murray. Two great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Annie
Bailey and Mrs. Eva
Mayfield, both of Murray.
adorned with paper tissue
flowers.
Birdie Parker wore a yellow
shortie gown, assisting as the
flower girl. Josephine
McLemore as maid of honor
carried a large head of cab-
bage for her bouquet. 0, C,
McLemore served as the
groom's attendant.
Arthur Lynch and the choir
of golden agers sang "I Love
You Truly" and "Let Me Call
You Sweetheart" after which
everyone was served
chocolate cake.
Mrs. J. J. Gertzen,
president of the club, an-
nounced the Rocking Chair
Marathon at the Calloway
County Court House for
August 20 at five p.m. and said
for anyone interested in taking
part in the contest to call her
at 436-5814.
Golden Agers attending
were Mr. and Mrs. R.
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs.
Bryan Tolley, Mr. and Mrs. 0.
C. McLemore, Mr. and Mrs.
D. Mears, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Haag, Mr. and Mrs. C. Horton,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Gertzen, Mr.
and Mrs. T. Schlueter,
Mesdames Mary Lamb,
Birdie Parker, Flora Ford,
Tennessee Outland, Eulalyis
Johnson, Mina Waters, Eunice
Shekell, Floy Caldwell, Jessie
Robinson, Ruth Chambers,
Myrtle Casey, Mame Mat-
tingly and Gussie Adams.
Guests attending with the
group were Mr. and Mrs. Will
Marose, Mr. and Mrs. V.
Capp, Arthur Lynch, Maggie
Paschall, Bessie Dunn, Lucille






Gail), Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby Boy
Rarnage (mother Deborah),
306 College Cts., Murray,
Baby Boy Darnell, (mother.
Carloya ), Rt. 5, Benton.
DISMISSALS '
Mrs. Linda C. Henson and
Baby Girl, 209 So. llth St.,
Murray, Miss Jane Eldridge,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Barbara
t:Teasley, 314 Aspen Calvert
City, Mrs. Linda S. Hill, Rt. 2,
Box 168C, Murray, Mrs. Linda
Henry, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Ela M. Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. Pamela K. Treas and
Baby Boy, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Cindy Hicks and Baby Boy,
Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. Kathleen
P. Atchley and Baby Girl,
Gen. Del., Almo, Gerald R.
Alvey, 327 Woodier Dr.,
Owensboro, Mrs. Patricia-
Waddell, 613 No. 5th. St.,
Paducah, Robert Hoke, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Jennifer P.
Rodgers, 1009 W. 4th Apt. B.
Fulton, Ronald E. Flowers,
Rt. 2, Greenfield, Tn., Mrs
Judy C. Taylor, Rt. 9, Benton.
Mrs. Barbara Nell Jones, Rt.
1, Box 401, Mayfield, Mrs.
Wolene Webb. 1016 So
Madison, Sullivan, Ill., Mrs.
Lula M. Harris, Rt. 1, Box 177,
Sedalia, Mrs. Ruby E.
Lampkiris, Rt. 2, Murray.
Mrs. Gracie A. Pennington,
Rt. 3, Murray, Robert L
Decker, Rt. 1, Water Valley,
Mrs. Mackie L. Hubbs, 512





Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton, 745
Vine Street, Murray, has
returned from Chattanooga,
Tenn., where she was the
guest of her daughter. Mrs.
Charles C. Miller and Mr.
Miller, and her grandson and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Steve
Miller and son, Jermeny.
VISIT HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Don For-
tenhury and children, Randy.
Carye, Craig, and Beth, of
Anchorage, Alaska, were the
recent house guests of Mrs
Judy Adams and son, Timmy,
Olive Street, Murray.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Doug Garrett of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Teddie McCuiston of
Murray Route Eight has been
a patient at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist (-lurch will have
a picnic at the home of Holly
and Jim Rudolph at 6:30 p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at
7.30p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. for crafts
and from six to nine p.m. for a
fun and work night.
Men's Stag Night will be at
the Murray Country Club with
Bobby Johnson, Buddy
Buckingham, Tom Emerson,
Walter Apperson and John
Gregory in charge.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens activities.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday, August HI
Murray High School Teens
Who Care Club will have a
mernbeis_hip_ party ,at 7 p.
m. at the large pavilion in the
old Murray CityPark.
Women of the Moose will
meet at seven p.m for
executive session and at eight
p.m. for business session.
Friday, August 20
Rocking Chair Marathon by
Senior Citizens and Murray
Quota Club will start at five
p.m. on the lawn of the
Calloway County Caurt House.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
visit shutins from ten a.m. to
three p.m.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:304.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Twilight golf and victory
party will be at 6:45 p.m. at
the Murray County Club with
Dr. and Mrs. Tom Muehleman
as chairmen.
End of Summer party for
fourth, fifth, and sixth graders
of Murray Country Club will
be from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. with
Sharon Brown as chairman.
Recital Given By Students Of
Mrs. Dianne Dixon At Conrad's
A summer recital was giver
by the piano students of Mrs.
Dianne Dixon, teacher for
Conrad's Pianos and Organs,
on lid?siday ay &wag, August 9.
Twelve students performed
works by Thompson and
Offenbach, and some also
played traditional songs.
After the recital, a mini-
concert was given by Frank
Conrad of Paducah who
played the Symphonic Holiday
organ which is manufactured
by Lowrey.
Students performing were
Connie Manning, daughter of
Garage Storage
Easy To Build
Now is the time to take a ser-
ious look at the garage, to make
certain it's fulfilling its poten-
tial for storing garden tools and,,
other household topplies.
One often-wasted space is be-
tween the ceiling and the car
hood. Open shelves or cabinets
can be hung from the rafters or
atached to the back wall to
utilize this space.
When space permits, a side
wall can be devoted to shelves
of varying heights. Western
pine or fir l.10 or 1x12-inch
hoards are the usual choice for
aarage shelving.
Mr and Mrs. Max Manning;
David McCuiston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester McCuiston;
Lynn Johnson, daughter of
Mr: and Mrs. Hugh- Johnson-
Phil Resig, son of Mr. and -
Mrs. John Resig; Regina
Peeler, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Leland Peeler; Melanie
McClain, daughter of Mr. qind
Mrs. Charles McClain; Reese
and Jeanne Carroll, daughters
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Carroll; Diana and Skip
Weber, children of Mr. .and
Mrs. L. J. Weber; and Mrs.
Wanda Greer.
The students performed for
a group of about 50 friends and
relatives.
Mrs. Dixon is now
scheduling additional piano
and organ students for the fall











Now's the time to trade in your
old color TV It's worth BIG $$$
toward an RCA ColorTrakCói
We've learned up with RCA
to otter you this value-packed
trading deal Get BIG $$$ for
your old color TV while enjoy-
ing all the fantastic advantages
of famous_ RCA ColorTrak 
Console TV. It's RCA's most
advanced„most automatic TV
ever! So, if your old color TV
has "had it," now's the time
to trade It'll never be worth
more than it is right now.
during RCA TRADES
FANTASTIC!
IIIIM 11. IN EN INN k
• *You may get even
more on your trade-in
if:
Its an RCA color TV
It has a good picture
El it s less than 7 years
old
II It s a console, and
El It has a 21" diagonal
picture or larger






toward the purchase of a 1977 25" diagonal
RCA ColorTrak Console with Remote Control or
ColorTrak Control Center. Each set has all the
fantastic features of RCA ColorTrak plus the
convenience of chairside operation Choice of
cabinet styles. Includes GA72OR Remote Control
series and GA935-936-938DA ColorTrak Control
Center models.












... toward the purchase of a 1977
25" diagonal RCA ColorTrak Console
with convenient push-button tuning. •
Each set has all the great RCA ColorTrak
features Choice of cabinet styles





toward the purchase of a 1977
25" diagonal RCA ColorTrak Console
from either the 0A702-704-708 serieS
or GA720 series Each set features all
the fantastic advantages of RCA
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CantintlectEconomic AD Years Ago_
Recovery Predicted
A new five-year F. W. Dodge forecast
for the construrtion industry predicts
continued recovery over the next two
years, followed by sluggish growth
beyond 1978. Energy, environmental
and transportation projects will offer
above aserage opportunity in this
otherwise "slow-growth" market; and
among the nation's major regions, the
South is expected to outperform the
others.
As long as inflation and energy
scarcity continue to be serious threats,
economic policies of restraint will
severely handicap the industry, ac-
cording to George A. Christie, vice
president and chief economist for the F.
W. Dodge Division of McGraw-Hill
Information Systems Company.
If construction costs can be held to
an average increase of 5 per cent a
year, total contract value will be in the
vicinity of $150 billion in 1981, roughly 50
per cent higher than the 1973 peek, but
physical volume will be only slightly
ahead of where it was back in 1973," he
added. "Most of what will be called
expansion during the next five years
will be recovery from the severe
recession of 1974-75."
The study containing Mr. Christie's
analysis includes a national and four
regional forecasts covering each of 20
types of structures for 1976-81 and
historical data for 1960-75. It is designed
for use by building product manufac-
turers pas a guide to planning market
strategy in a period of limited growth
opportunity. •
McGraw-Hill Information Systems
Company, an authority on the con-
struction market, also produces Dodge
Reports on construction activity and
Sweet's Catalog Files of construction
product information.
In describing the bright spots in the
industry outlook, Mr. Christie ex-
plained that, at any time, some parts of
the construction market are much
more active than the overall average.
Non building construction ( public
works and Utilities) will be the in-
dustry's strongest area for the balance
of the 1970's, he said. This includes
power plants, oil pipelines and storage
facilities, sewer and water systems,
and mass transit facilities. New
projects will boost the value of non-
building construction from its historical
share of 22-24 per cent of total con-
struction to almost 30 per cent by 1981,
he predicted, :
The next two years will be the most
active within the industry because
nonresidential building (commercial
and industrial structures) has joined
residential building in the current
recovery, creating a situation where
the two upward cycles will reinforce
each other, Mr. Christie said.
"Once the housing cycle begins to
flatten out — probably in 1978 — the
annual rate of expansion of total con-
struction will slow appreciably," he
predicted. "It is highly probable that as
much as three-quarters of all the ex-
pansion in the dollar value of new
construction taking place over the next
five years will have been realized by
the end of 1978."
Finally, Mr-. Christie noted that
regional patterns indicate that the
South, after absorbing its short-term
glut of condominiums, will reestablish
itself as the nation's most active growth
region and by 1981 will represent as
much as t3 per cent of the U. S. total
construction demand.
The complete five-year forecast or
individual sections are available from
the Dodge National Accounts Group
Sales Manager, F. W. Dodge Division,
McGraw-Hill Information Systems
Company, 1221 Ave. of the Americas,
New York, N.Y. 10020.


















By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 11, the
224th day of 1976. There are 142 day sleft
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1954, a formal peace
announcement in Indochina ended
more than, seven years of fighting
between the French and the Vietminh.
On this date: In 1857, the first Atlantic
cable broke after 335 miles had been
laid and work was halted until the
following year.
In 1900, King Victor Emmanuel
became King of Italy.
In 1928, Herbert Hoover accepted the
Republican nomination for president.
In 1935, Nazi storm troopers staged
mass demonstrations aganist Jews in
Germany.
In 1945, as the Pacific war was
nearing an end, the Allies informed
Japan that its surrender offer was
acceptable.
In 1967, a vital highway and railroad
bridge on the outskirts of Hanoi, North
Vietnam, was badly damaged by
American bombers.
Ten years ago: U.S. Marines raced
over a battlefield strewn with enemy
dead in pursuit of about 6,000 North
Vietnamese regulars. Planes strafed
enemy troops caught in the open.
Five years ago: Mayor John Lindsay
of New York City switched from the
Republican to the Derriocratic partyr:
denying any immediate presidential
aspirations.
One year ago: The United States
vetoed the proposed admission of North
and South Vietnam to the United
Nations.
Today's birthdays: President I. W.
Abel of the Steelworkers Union is 68
years old. Financier Joseph Hirshhorn
'5 77.
Thought for today: I reckon being ill
as one of the great pleasures of life,
provided one is not too ill and is not
obliged to work till one is better —
British novelist Samuel Butler, 1835-
1902.
Ronald Crouch was a delegate to the
convention of the United Association of
Plumbing and Pipe Fitting Industry of
the United States and Canada at
Kansas City, Mo. His wife and son,
Brown, accompanied him to Kansas
City.
Deaths reported include Gerald Lee
Swift, age 27, Hazel Route Two, and
Mrs. Luther J. Atkins, age 78, Puryear,
Tenn.
Rev. J. W. Robinson will be the
evangelist for the revival services at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church August 21-
27, according to Rev. Leroy Vaught,
pastor. ,
Miss Patricia Rankin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Rankin of
Daytona Beach, Fla., and James Frank
Wilson. son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wilson
of Murray, were married August 14 at
the First Methodist Church, Murray.
The Blalock family reunion was held
at the homes of Mr. and Mrs. lierbert
Conner and Mr. and Mrs. Clet Young.
20 Years Ago
Mrs. Mary Louise Baker tendered
her resignation as a member of the
Murray City School Board. She has
been on the board since June 1941 when
she was named to fill the position of her
late husband, Joe Baker, and has been
elected each term since that time.
Maurice Ryan was elected to fill her
position now.
James E. Garrison of Pontotoc,
Miss., has been named as general
manager of the /Van Milk Company,
according to John G. Ryan, president:
Chief of Police Ohs Warren is: In
receipt of a letter from the Chief ' of
Police in Paducah thanking him for the
assistance given the city of Paducah
during their centennial observance.
Four Murray policemen — James
Witherspoon, Norman Lovins, Leo
Alexander, and James Parker — went
to Paducah July 211 and aided in con-
trolling the huge crowds during the
parade.
Gene CatheYliaa been promoted to
Specialist Third Class while serving
with the Army at Staten Island, N. Y.
Isn't It
The Truth
The opinion makers try to make
everybody think alike, but they will
never succeed. It is basic that you and I
will not always agree, that on occasion
-each tend to think. Ow- other is
peculiar, rebellious, stupid or nuts —
which is to say that if I don't like
broccoli and you do, it is my privilege
and your bellyache.
Bible Thought
...If God be for us, who can be
against us? Romans 8:31.
God is our friend, our com-
panion, our guide, our strength
Who else really counts by corn
parison?
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murray Ledger 8 Times is
published every afternoon •acept Son:
days July 4 Christmas Day New Year's
Day and Thonksgiving by Murray
Newspapers Inc , 103 N 4th St Murray
Ky 42071
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray
Ky 47071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areos served
by carriers, 52 25 per month poyoble in
advance By moil in Calloway County
and to Benton, Hardin_ Mayfield Sedolio
end Farmington y and Paris
Buchonon and Puryear, Tenn . S/5 00
Per year By marl to other destinations,
530 00 per year
Member of Associated Press. Ken-
tucky Press Association and Southern
Newspaper Publishers Association
I Le,t's Stay Well
Practice Safety for Children
By F .1 L Etiasingame tit D
Accident prevention among
children should begin early in
Half of all accidents occur in
the home, and the vacation
season increases the exposure to
them. Activities include climb-
ing, jumping and running. All
----arridener-roviot-434.-pravented.....
but fewer will occur if preven-
tion is planned and if children
are alerted to pcesible dangers
If motor vehicles pass your
home. your play yard should be
fenced in, at least temporarily, to
guard against a 3- or 4-year-old
running into the street., contact-
* a stray animal or wondering
off and possibly becoming kat
particularly if the child is play-
ing alone.
Begin early in teaching your
child how to cross the street "to
obey the traffic light, to walk
rather than run, and to met at
corners. He should avoid enter-
ing the street from the front or
back of a parked car, which may
prevent his being seen by an on-
coming driver. Take special
care to look in either direction
direction when he runs after a
ball that has rolled into the
street.
Your child should be cau-
tioned about accepting rides --
--eily_frorn.friends.atXt .
mission of his family. You should
blow where he is going and
when he is to return.
Arouid the house and yard,
watch out for rough edges and
sharp objects. Hands like nails
in boxes and sphnters on boards
should he corrected or removed_
Clotheslines should be high so
that children cannot run into
them.
Electrical equipment and out-
lets should be installed properly
and kept in good repair.
Try to design slur driveway
so that it snot a play area. If you
back your car out of your
garage, special care should be
routine to see that no child is in
danger of being struck by your
car.
Children are great imitators If
parents encourage safety and
accident prevention, their
children probably will do
Likewise. Accident prevention
ran mere money end *void paw
and sadness.
Q. WS KS states that her
elderly rich uncle holds tight to
his money and makes excessive
demands on people to whom he
makes loans. She thinks that he
has a muff& mind but wonders
why he follows such practices,
especially when they seem to
bring him little or no happiness.
A: Judging from the informa-
tion you have suppbed, your un-
de probably feels iriwcure, and
that feeling most likely on
hack to his early childhood. He
feels a need to compensate for
that insecurity by. exercising
power and control
'2",kle may feel unloved. Some of
that feeling may result from his
early fear of allowing people to
be close to him. He may be con-
cerned that he will be ecpkated
or taken advantage at. After all
these years, it is unlikely that he
veillabasiga-Silea hang patterns
probably are ngei with him at
he age. .
Q: Mrs I.V asks whether diet
requirements are different in
summer and winter seasons If
an. what are the differences?
A Food requirements for hot
and cold seasons are essentially
the same, and no significant
difference exists between an
adequate diet in summer and
winter A normal usual diet
ehould be followed regardless of
the seem, maintaining normal
weight. Became fluid Imis can be
greater in hot weather, more
flukis may be required.
hEARTIIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write Heartline, 8514 N. Main
St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior citizens
will receive prompt replies, but you
mostinclude a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Heartline: My son was recently in-
jured in an accident and he won't be
able to return to work for at least a
year. However, he is only 23 years old
and has only been working under Social
Security for the last 21,-2 years. Doesn't
he have to work for at least five years,
to collect disability benefits from Social
Security? — K.G.
Answer: No. There is a special work
requirement for persons under age 31.
Prior to age 24, a person needs only Pt
years of Social Security work credits
during the three year period before
becoming disabled to meet that part of
the requirements for benefits. Since
your son worked for the last 2t2 years























enough work credits. He can apply for
benefits at any Social Security office.
Heartline: I am rated 40 per cent for
service-connected compensation. Am I
eligible for an additional amount for
dependents? — G.V.
Answer: No. Additional allowances
for dependents are limited to veterans
whose service-connected disabilities
are rated at 50 per cent or more.
Heartline' I am drawing Social
Security on my husband's work record.
Our checks are combined. If 1 want to,
can I have a separate check for myself?
— N.E.
Answer: Yes, you and your husband
can have separate checks by requesting
them. Social Security will combine a
husband's and wife's benefit unless
specifically requested to make out
separate checks.
For people who need more com-
prehensive information on the Social
Security program, Heartline has
developed Heartline's "Guide to Social
Security". This book is written in easy-
to-understand question and answer
form. It covers the most common
benefits you and your family are
t HAR Batik.
eligible to receive. To order send $2.00
to Heartline's "Guide to Social
Security," Box 4994, Des Moines, lowa
50306. The book has a complete money
back guarantee. Please allow 30 days
fordflivery.
Htirtline: I am divorced. Am I en-
titled to any survivor benefits based on
the federal civilian service of my
deceased husband? He worked for the
federal government for 40 years. We
were married 23 years before our
divorce. — C.R.
Answer: No, since you are divorced,
you would not be entitled to any civil
service benefits, unless your former
husband designated you for a lump sum
payment of the deductions to his credit
in the retirement fund upon his death.
The only way you could determine
whether or not he did so would be to
inquire in writing to the United States
Civil Service Commission, Washington,
DC, identifying your late husband by
name, date of birth, claim number, last





ALL MOWERS IN STOCK
REDUCED FOR THIS SALE
Aluminum Smoker
Maximum power in mini-size package. Delivers maximum
legal power output built-in nets' limihng circuitry. Sill
meter, squelch control 23 channels. ens
LAWN-BOY
MOWER
31/2 H.P., 21" Cut
Reduced $22.00
$148®








$.1 697 in ctn.
With Motorised Spit
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ception. Wide range speak-
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News In Brief
Washington Roundup_
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — The Soviet Union's current five-
year plan is called "unusually restrained and realistic" in.a
Central Intelligrite-Agency analysis that also says the plan
could lead to serious economic problems in the 1980s. The
newly released study estimates that during 1976-80 the Soviet
gross notional product — the total value of goods and ser-
vices — will grose- at an annual rate of about 4 per cent, lower
than the 5 per cent growth rate projected by the Kremlin.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Couples who conceive a child
before they wed do not have a significantly higher breakup
rate than those who wait until after the marriage ceremony
to start a family, a government report shows. The report said
that 81.6 per cent of women in the last half of the 1960s who
married after becoming pregnant still were with their
husbands at the time of the 1970 census, compared with 85.5
per cent of women who were not pregnant when they wed.
The figures are containd in the Census BureaLirst report
on premarital childbirth.
WASHINGTON (AP( — The housing industry has taken a
midyear tailspin and one expert thinks it is now virtually
impossible for the industry to mount a solid recovery this
year. The C,ommeree Department reported Tuesday that the
number of new housing unit starts in July fell by 9.2 per cent
to an annual rate of 1.387 million after seasonal adjustment.
The July figure was 14.9 per cent above a year earlier, but
"Ionly half the 30 per cent rise the Ford administration had
predicted the industry would attain in 1976.
National News Roundup
NEW YORK (API — The oil industry has bid $1.13 billion—
nearly twice what the Interior Department expected — to
search for oil and natural gas off the Atlantic Coast for the
first time. Interior Department officials had estimated the
Atlantic Coast tracts would bring between $400 million and
$600 million in bids. The oil industry has been waiting for
Years to search beneath Atlantic Coast waters. The bidding
was.to have started at 10 a.m. Tuesday., bid had to wait until 6
p.m. when Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall denied
a request to block the sale.
BOSTON (API — A Superior Court judge has 'decreed what
parents have told youngsters for years — a Popsicle is not a
meal. The ruling came Tuesday from Judge Joseph S. Mit-
chell Jr., whose decision means that the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts cannot slap, its 8 per cent meals tax on the
frozen treats. The legal fight erupted because a 17-year-old
Newton ice cream truck driver decided he did not want to
start charging his customers extra for Popsicles.
CUM/tERLAND, Ky. (AP),— Kathy Hackworth, widowed
at,", plans to take her 10-month-old son out of the coal
teuntry and go home to Ohio — just as soon as her husband
gets "a proper, decent burial." But it has been five months
since her husband died and she despairs of knowing when
that burial will be. Her husband was one of 11 men whose
bodies have been entombed since an explosion March 11 in
Scotia Coal Co.'s No. 1 mine at Oven Fork. A recovery
operation is underway and the company says it will bring the
bodies out next month.
Names In The News
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif. (AP) — David Frost will
probably interview Richard M. Nixon in December at thz
former president's seaside villa for four syndicated
television programs next year, according to a Frost
spokesman.
Frost has said Nixon will respond in four, b'l.i-minute in-
terviews to questions about his career, his presidency and the
Watergate scandal that drove him from office.
The interviews are scheduled to be aired beginning next
February and March, prior to publication of Nixon's
memoirs. said Wayne Baruch, vice president of Syndicast
Services Inc. of New York, which is marketing the show.
They will be shown on stations that have individually pus-
' chased the syndication rights, he said.
"Nobody will know what these telecasts contain until they
go on the air," Baruch said. "There will be a tremendous
amount of security."
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. (AP) — Actress Sophia Loren
will undergo minor surgery later this year, causing the
postponement of Jocasta, a film to be shot in British
Columbia, according to the production manager for the film.
Bob Gray, the production manager, said Tuesday the
surgery is elective and not serious, but he would not
elaborate.
The surgery would delay the film's eight-week production
schedule until winter so Paramount Pictures has postponed
production until next spring, he said.
The film, a Western, is to star Miss Loren, Rip Torn and
Donald Pleasance. Production was to have started on Aug. 3.
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-regarding , consent of
husbands, parents or guar-
dians unconstitutionally in-
terferes with a woman's right
to a second trimester abor-
tion, the 6th U.S. Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled today.
The appellate court, ui
unanimous decision, upheld
that part of a 1974 U.S. District
Court ruling which invalidated
statutory requirements im-
posed by the March 29, 1974
K;ntiiiky abortion statute.
'The .district coup rejected,
and the appellate court
concurred in abolishing
written consent for abortion
and the necessity for
husband's or parent's consent




spouses, parents or guardians
to veto for no reason or an
impermissible reason, such as
protecting an unrecongized
interest in fetel life," the
appellate court Said. "Yet, the
statute attempts to confer
such far-reaching "veto"
powers on such third per-
sons."
The state also has no right to
authorize veto powers to
protect "maternai health",
the court said.
"The maternal heath in-
terest is sufficiently protected
•by the participation of the
woman and physician, the
husband has no overrickng
interest apart from the
woman in maternal health,
and there can be no assurance
that the veto of the parent or
guardian is not designed to
protect the unrecognizable
interest in fetal life," the
appellate court said.
The appellate court said
that the district court erred
however in invalidating a
statute which would require
physicians before the per-
formance of an abortion to
inform the expectant mother
of the reasonably possible
physical and mental con-
sequer"es.
The statute, the appellate
court reasoned insured that
the decision be made with full
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Bruce Kimm Homers To
Give Fidrych 14th Win
By HERSCHEL NESSENSON
AP Sports Writer
* The Detroit Tigers' rookie
• - hoended around the. bases
witti•his arms raised, jumping
for joy Ape way.
Mark "new Bird" Fidrych,
right? Wrong!
-"I'm always eiked when I
do something great anci,1 don't
do something great very ,
Mien," said a bubbling cat-
cher Bruce Kimm, who helped
fellow rookie Fidrych to his
14th victory in 18 decisions
with an eighth-inning home
run off Frank Tanana - his
first in the majors - that gave
the Tigers a 3-2 triumph over
the California Angels.'
It was Kimm's night ... and
Fidrych knew it. "Hell, yeah,
Kentucky Colleges
Appoint Coaches
By The Associated Press
• Two Kentucky colleges have
appointed new head coaches
for their women's basketball
teams.
The University of Kentucky
hired Debbie Yow, 26, a for-




Yeater, 26, a former Amateur
Athletic Union standout.
Yow replaces Sue Feam-
ster, who stepped down last
--year to_cleeote fulLtime toiler
role as director for women's
athletics. The North Carolina
native coached at the junior
high and high school level
before accepting the UK job.
Yeater, an assistant coach
at Ottawa College of Kansas
and the University of Kansas,
replaces Carol Hughes, who
remains in the school's
physical education depart-
ment.
I'm happy," said the young
pitching sensation, "but not as
happy as Bruce Kimm is."
Elsewhere in the American
League, Kansas city edged
Cleveland 4-3 on George
Brett's steal of home in the
10th inning, Oakland nipped
Milwaukee 5-4, the New York
Yankees shaded Texas 2-1,
Baltimore trounced Min-
nesota 10-3 and Boston split a
doubleheader with the
Chicago White Sox, losing the
opener 2-1 and winning the
nightcap 11-7.
Fidrych fell behind 2-0 as
Ron Jackson homered for
California in the fifth, but the
Tigers tied it in the. sixth on a
walk to Kimm, Ron LeFlore's
triple and Alex Johnson's
sacrifice fly. Kimm then
walloped a Tanana fast ball
into the upper deck two in-
nings later.
Royals 4, Indians 3
Brett stole home with two
out in the bottom of the 10th.
He singled with one out, stole
second and continued to third
on a wild throw by catcher
Rick Cerone. With Dave
Nelson at bat, Brett broke for
the plate and was two-thirds of
the way home before reliever
Dave LaRoche noticed him
and he slid safely under the
pitch.
It was the fourth straight
victory for the Royals and
enabled them to remain eight
- games ahead of second-place
Oakland in the AL West.
A's 5, Brewers 4
The A's stole four more
bases to make 266 thefts, the
most by a major league team
since 1913. They're taking aim
at the record of 347 by the 1911
New York Giants.
Trailing 4-3, Phil Gamer
walked with one out in the
seventh, stole second and
scored on Bill North's single.
North took second on the
throw to the plate and came
home with the winning run on
'a-single by Bert Campeneres.
Yankees 2, Rangers 1
Graig Nettles slammed his
19th home run of the season on
rookie Tommy Boggs' first
pitch in the bottom of the ninth
inning. Oscar Gamble
homered for New York's first
run while Doyle Alexander
pitched a five-hitter and
*inked Texas anti; the ninth.
Orioles 10, Twins 3
Lee May drove in five runs
with a homer, triple and single
as Baltimore won its fourth in
a row. May cracked a three-
run homer in the first inning
off Tom Johnson, who was
• Leads Field
SARATOGA, N.Y. (AP) -
Bill Hick's Turn of Coin led a
field of eight juveniles in the
63rd running of The Stanford
f oe 2-year-old colts at
Saratoga today.
afl'urn of Coin, ridden today
by Angel Cordero Jr., was
narrowly defeated by C.V.
Whitney's Banquet Table in
the Saratoga Special, his last
start. Earlier, he won The
Tremont at Aqueduct. As the
only stakes wiener, Turn of
Coin carried top weight of 122
pounds.
Second choice on the
morning line was Hey Hey
J.P., owned and trained by
John Campo. He has only one
win in five starts, but has
banked over $13,000.
At 5-to-1 were Fred W.
Hooper's Super Joy, ridden by
Baulk) Baeza, and Nearly On
Time.
The Stanford is famed as the-
only race that Man 0' War
ever lost.
INSPECTING THE TROOPS - Murray State football coach Bill Furgerson inspects his troops
during the afternoon workout session Tuesday. The troops, which presently number 98, will go to
war for the first time on September 4 in Roy Stewart Stadium against Southeast Missouri.
(Staff Peyfos by IlAdia Brandon)
?flaking his first big league
start.
White Sox 2-7, Red Sox 1-11
Boston's Bob Montgomery
drove, in five runs with a
three-run bonier and a Iwo-
run double in the nightcap
while Rick Burleson had seven
hits in 10 at-bats during the
twin bill. However, Chicago
won the opener as Pat Kelly
singled home one run and then
doubled in the ninth and









































Kan City 72 45 .615
Oakland 65 54 .546 8
Minnesota 57 61 .483 151/2
Texas 58,62 .475 161/2
Chicago 50 68 .424 221/
California 50 69 .420 23
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 2-7, Boston 1-11
New York 2, Texas 1
Detroit 3, California 2
Oakland 5, Milwaukee 4
Kansas City 4,.Clevelandl, 10
innings




Houston 59 64 .480 181/2
Atlanta 56 64 .467 20
San Fran 52 69 .430 241/2
Tuesday's Results .
Philadelphia 11, Montreal 3
Atlanta 3, Cincinnati 2
St. Louis 9, San Diego 4
Houston 8, Chicago 1
San Francisco 7, Pittsburgh 6
Los Angeles 4, New York 3
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 11-4)
at San Francisco (Montefusco
13-9).
Montreal (Fryman 10-8) at
Philadelphia (Lonborg 12-8),
In)
Atlanta (Ruthven 13-10) at
Cincinnati ( Billingham 10-8),
( n)
San Diego (Jones 19-7) at St.
Louis (Falcone 9-11), (n)
New York (Seaver 9-8) at Los




W L Pct. GB
Phila 76 40 .655 -
Pitts 64 53 .547 121/
New York 61 59 .508 17
Chicago 55 67 .451 24
S.. Louis 50 65 .435 251/2
Montreal 41 72 .363 331/2
West
Cincinnati 76 44
Los Ang 64 54
S. Diego 60 63
SPECIAL
Save 304 on
10 lbs. of Godchaux
Sugar.
Godchaux...
best sugar on the
Sugartown Line.
Cr.> C-, I.-, LJ
MD me am an am im map ma am ins ow ano ma ion mi on Inia mu no nin
STORE COUPON 11111111111111
SAVE 30c ON 10-LB. BAG OF EXTRA-FINE
GODCHAUX SUGAR!!!
TO GROCER: We will redeem this coupon for face value
Plus 55 handling providcd you have accepted it toward
the purchase of Godchaux produce specified hereon
Invoices proving the purchase of sufficient stock to Cover
coupons presented for redemption must be shown on
request Void when presented by outside agency, broker.
or others who are not retail distributors of Godchaux
Sugar. or where prohibited, licensed, taxed, or restricted
Customer pays any sales tax Cash value 1/20t Redeem
coupons through Godchaux Redemption Center. PO Box
R-7000, El Paso. Texas 79998 Expires 31 December 1978





Methods Of Choosing All-Star Teams Discussed
EDITOR'S NOTE-The following 'guest column has been
submitted by Ray Roberts. Mr. Roberts was a baseball coach
in the Murray Pony League this season. Comments or replies
should be directed to: Mike Brandon, sports editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, Murray, Ky. 42071.
This time of year always brings up a question con-
cerning kid's baseball. The big question, not only in
Murray but throughout the nation, is: "How do they select
one kid over another to play on an All-Star team?"
This is a very touchy subject to many people. There is
probably a question even bigger than that one. It is
'should there be all-star teams selected for kids'
baseball?"
Ttke last question could be discussed from now until the
end of time and I am not sure you could ever reach a
definite decision:The first one is different, it can be an-
swered. There are different methods used in different
towns and with different leagues in the same town. There
have been many different methods used in Murray.
There has been a system used where the managers of
the various teams choose the all-stars. There is a system
where both the managers and coaches choose the all-
stars.
There has been another system where the managers of
all the teams choose part of the all-stars and the manager
of the all-stars choose the remainder to complete the
team. There has been a system used where a panel of
adults choose the entire team and the manager.
In some towns the players alone choose the all-star
team. In other towns the fans have been allowed to vote
for the all-star team. Usually one night has been set aside
for everyone to come to the ballgame and they can vote
for the all-star team.
As you can see there are many, many different ways to
choose all-star teams forikids' baseball. You can probably
think of Siren Mho.' systems which you have heard of to
add to the above mentioned. The one thing that all of these
systems have in common is that none of them are perfect.
lir Murray, the leadership of the Baseball Association
has devised a system of selecting all-star teams, which is
not perfect, but which is as fair as any system which I
know.
In Murray, the system works like this in most of the
leagues: The managers of the teams each get to vote for
an all-star team, The fourteen or fifteen boys with the
most number of votes will receive one vote for the all-star
team.
The coaches of the various teams do the Same thing with
their votes. The boys with the highest number will receive
one all-star vote.
The board of directors of the league invohed will do the
same thing. The players in the league will then be allowed
to vote and their votes are counted the same way with the
fourteen or fifteen highest vote getters receiving one vote.
In the leagues where they have the same umpires for all
of the games, the umpires are allowed to vote for the all-
star team and their votes are done the same way. This
would then allow a maximum of five votes, or four ac-
cording to whether or not the umpires are included, to be
cast for any one player.
1
This would then mean that if a player receives five votes e
that he Would be on the alt-star team. ft would be possible--
that more than the number of players allowed on an all-
star team could recieve the maximum number but I have
never known of that happening.
Usually there will be 7 or 8 players with the maximum
number. Then you would put the players who received"
four votes on the team, then those with three and so on un-
til you complete the all star roster. Should there be ties in
the voting, the managers, coaches and board of directors
will vote on those players which are tied and the ties will/
be broken.
As I stated earlier, this is not a perfect system but it is
one in which everyone participating in the operation of the
league has a chance to vote on the players for the all-star
team. It is the fairest way of selecting a team that I know
of and I am sure that the baseball association would be
very happy to know of any system which would be fairer
or better.
In the system which is used in Murray, as with any other
system, there are some imperfections. There is always
some players who do not make the all-stars who have,
equal ability with some who do make the all-stars.
Practically any year there could be a "second" alr-star
team chosen from any of the leagues, which on a given
day could defeat the "first" all-star team. The same could
„be true of individual players.
Some who make the all-star teams might not perform as
well in competition as some isho didn't make the team
might have performed. As.I stated earlier there is no per-
fect system.
In order to participate in the tournaments there must be
an all-star team chosen and there will always be some not
chosen who are equal with those chosen and when trying
to choose 14 or 15 players from a,total of 90 to 120, you can
see that this will happen whatever system is used.
TIRING AWAY-Murray State quarterback Mike Dickens
goes through sonic throwing drills in practice. Dickens, a
sophomore from Evansville, will be the starling signal-caller
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Racer Press-Picture
Day Set For Saturday
Got a favorite player on-the Murray State football
team?
Bring the camera out to Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday
afternoon,
Murray State football coach Bill Furgerson has set a.
noon press-luncheon date and following the luncheon, the
football players will then assemble on the field for pic----
tures.
Any youngster who would like to have his picture made
vrittraplayertnay feel free-to dose. Also, players will be..._
available to sign autographs.
Practice will begin at 3 p.m. and at that time, fans -
should leave the field and go to the stands.
At approximately 4 p.m., the Racers will go through a
scrimmage and fans may stay and watch.
Practice officially began Monday and the Racers go
through two sessions per day. The morning workout lasts
for two hours while the afternoon session goes about 15
minutes longer:
The two sessions are basically the same except that in
the afternoon, more attention is devoted to the specialty
teams.
As of now, there are a total of 98 players still in camp but
as the work becomes more difficult, that number will
BACK-BREAKING WORK — You have to be nimble and quick
and darn near be able to jump over a candle stick to go through
with all the drills the Murray State Racers face twice each day
during the double sessions.
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — With
kicking and runback
specialists holding their
- breaths at training centers
across the United States
today, executives of the 28
National Football League
teams met to decide the roster
limits for this season — limits
which may decide as many as
308 jobs.
NFL bylaws provide each
team with a roster of 36
players, but that number has
been amended each season
since the law was written in
1962. Squads reached a high of
47 two years ago, with 43 the
limit last season. It will take
21 votes to decide the con-
troversial issue, but if
agreement cannot be reached,
squad sizes will drop to 36.
So the fringe players and
hangers-on await the word
that may cement their
professional futures. Should
rosters revert to 36, it's cer-
tain that they would be the
first to go; should limits
remain at 43, or even be ex-
tended to 47, as many as 11











SINGLES WINNERS— Eddie Hunt and Edwina Simmons were the singles winners last weekend in
the club championships at the Murray,Coentry Club.
Less Hoping And More
Working For Wildcats
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
A "very hopeful" Kentucky
Coach Fran Curci began
twice-a-day practices Monday
by saying that his football
team must work, and not wish,
for more victories this fall.
"My mother used to say,
'Wish with one hand and spit
in the other, and see which
fills tip. the fastest," said
Curci.
Curd, opening his fourth
season,, said that while
Kentucky hasn't done well for
years in Southeastern Con-
ference football wars, the
ingredients for a winning
program are available.
"I felt it when I came here
and I still feel the same way,"
he said.
Kentucky suffered a 2-8-1
season last year amid a flurry
of rumors and charges that
The coaches, meanwhile,
continued to pare their
preseason food bills Tuesday.
The Cincinnati Bengals
waived punter Greg Coleman
and defensive tackle Richard
Bishop; the Lions cut wide




traded three draft choices to
Houston for guard Ron Saul.
The Miami Dolphins didn't
cut anyone, but they did
suspend veteran safety Jake
Scott — a move which will be
investigated by the NFL
Players Association.
Scott was suspended after
refusing to test an injured
shoulder in an exhibition
game. Dolphins Coach Don
Shula said be had scheduled
Scott for action in the second
half against the Philadelphia
Eagles last weekend, but that
the six-year veteran would not
go in.
Examination by team
doctors exposed no shoulder
separation, but did reveal a
bone spur underneath the -
armpit. Shula said Scott's
personal physician, Dr. Fred
Allman, "feels cortisone cbilld
be injected if the shoulder is
painful and Jake should be
able to play without problem."
Scott reportedly said he
didn't mind taking the pain
killer before a regular season
game, but objected to the
treatment for an exhibition
contest. The early indication
was that Scott has the
NFLPA's support in this
regard.
The union's executive
director, Ed Garvey, said by
phone Tuesday night that
;there is a lot of controversy
about using cortisone in joints,
and I would say most doctors
on NFL teams are opposed to
it for this reason. We'll have to
look pretty seriously at the
circumstances."
The status of another
suspended player, Dallas
Cowboys quarterback Clint
Langley, remained in question
after his two fights last week
with Roger Staubach. Coach
Tom Landry said Langley had
called him Sunday,
apologizing for —the em-
barrassment the incident had
caused the Cowboys," but did
not say when or if the backup
signal caller would be
reinstated.
players were taking drugs,
shaving points and facing an
NCAA investigation. The
point-shaving rumors were
not substantiated, but some
players were disciplined for
"soft drug" use by the
university and the NCAA has
conducted an inquiry. The
results of that investigation
have not been made public.
"I have a solid, optimistic
approach to what happened
last year. and I think our guys
will respond in a. positive
fashion without a lot of talk,"
said Curci. "We're not going
to-dwell on it. It's over and this
is a whole new show.
But we've got to be sure
and give that little extra to
overcome what's happened in
the past," he noted.
While much of Kentucky's
trouble on the field last year
was blamed on off-the-field
rumors, the Wildcats also
suffered from an obvious
malady: the offense couldn't
score points.
The defensive unit, among
the nation's leaders most of
the season, held high-powered
Kansas, Penn State and
Maryland to just 34 total
points. But Kentucky didn't
win any of those games
because the offense managed
a meager 23 points — and only
two touchdowns.
One of those staunch
defenders is back at work
trying to overcome the effects
of a broken ankle that
sidelined him for the last three
games of 1975.
Art Still, a 6-foot-7, 237-
pound defensive end, was a
standout in 1974 when he was
named to the SEC All-
Freshman team. In addition,
he was accorded Southeastern
Lineman of the Week honors
for his play in Kentucky's 20%,
13 win over Louisiana State.
He was on the way to
another outstanding season
last year when his ankle
Sporting the
ENE
Kicky new wedge heel.
Bold antique leather. A
sole seam that helps
repel moisture. Little
girl fashion with C prac-
tical touch . . from
Buster Brown.
betrayed him. He had frac-
tured the ankle in almost the
same spot during spring drills
and it failed him nine months
later when he dove into a
pile up in the Tulane game.
"There was a little crack
right below where it had been
broken before," said Still.
"I've been working out all
summer, running and lifting
weights" to regain strength,
said Still, who ' 'tried to lift and
- run at reast five days a week."
MOSCOW — A quartet of





the world record in the 4 x 800
meter relay race with a
time of 7 minutes 52.3 seconds,
breaking the mark of 7:54.2
set earlier this month by an
East German team. -
By KEN RAPPOPORT
. AP Sports Writer
Sparky Anderson stays stoic
and silent through losing
streaks, so if you want to get
the word from the Cincinnati
Alsits, you have to ask Pete
Rose. -
"We're not taking the game
to them," says the Cincinnati
third baseman in his usual
direct observation. "This is
not like the Big Red
Machine."
The "Machine" hasn't been,
hitting on all four cylinders
lately, and Tuesday night, the
National League West leaders
dropped their fourth straight
game — a 3-2 decision to the
Atlanta Bfaves. That's the
longest losing streak of the
year for Anderson's gang.
Anderson put it this way:
"It doesn't mean anything
more than if we had a 13-1
record. We're just not hitting
— and that happens."
In the other National
League games, Philadelphia
whipped Montreal 11-3; Los
Angeles trimmed the New
York Mets 4-3; St. Louis
routed San Diego 9-4; Houston
turned back the Chicago Cubs




scoring single in the eighth
inning led the way for Atlanta.
Jerry Royster drew a one-out
walk from Manny Sarrniento
to start the rally, then stole
second off reliever Will
McEnaney. Royster went to
third on Rowland Office's
groundout and scored on
Paciorek's single.
Adrian Devine, 2-3, got the
victory, bailing the Braves Out
of a bases-loaded jam in the
seventh. Sarmiento, 2-1, the
Reds' 20-year-old reliever,
took the loss.
PhIllies 11, Expos 3
Jay Johnstone ripped a
double and three singles and
batted in five runs while Greg
Luzinski collected a homer
and four RBI as Philadelphia
battered Montreal. Winner
Tommy Underwood, 8-3,
allowed just four hits, striking
out five and walking four.
Dodgers 4, Mets 3
Rick Rhoden doubled home
the decisive run to cap a four-
run Los Angeles rally in the
fourth inning and the Dodger




Edwina Simmons won the
ladies singles division for the
tennis club championship and
Eddie Hunt did likewise i.n the
men's division in matches at
the Murray Country Club.
Simmons won in the finals
by defeating Lanette Hunt 7-5,
6-4. Hunt had advanced to the
finals by defeating Jennye
Smock 6-4, 6-4.
Eddie Hunt won over Hal
Houston in the finals 6-4, 6-4.
In other matches, Ken Harrell
won over George Oakley 6-1, 6-
3 , Houston won over Charles
Warner 6-3, 7-6, 7-5, and Ed
Chrisman lost to Hunt Smock
7-4,7-5.
Eddie Hunt won in the
seminfinals over Hunt Smock
6-0, 6-1, while Hal Houst,on was
winning over Ken Harrell 6-3,
6-2.
The men and women club
championship doubles are
scheduled for this week with
the finals to be held Thursday
atii: 00 p. m. at the club courts.
Also scheduled this week
will be the club championship
tournament for junior boys
and girls doubles, and mixed
doubles.
This Goodyear Polyester Cord Tire Is Our
Very Best Buy In Bias Ply
878-13 'All Weather'
Blackmail plus $1.82
F.E.T. and old tire




his Ilth victory in 12 decisions
by beating New York. The
Mets took a 3-0 lead in the first
on Jotui Miler's 13th homer
with two men on.
Cardinals 9, Padres 4
Hector Cruz drove in four
runse with a grounder ahd
bases-loaded double, while
Lou Brock stole three bases
and scored three runs to lead
St. Louis over San Diego in a
game featuring 19 walks.
Astros 8, Cubs 1
J.R. Richard fired a five-
hitter and Roger Metzger
drove home a pair of runs with
a fourth-inning single as
Houston defeated Chicago and
ended a five-game losing
streak. Richard, 14-12, struck
out nine and walked only one,
giving up the only Chicago run
of the night on Rick Monday's
homer in the ninth.
Giants 7, Pirates 6
Gary Thomasson's two-out
solo homer in the bottom of the
eighth inning broke a 6-6 tie
and powered San Francisco
over Pittsburgh. Just prior to
Thomasson's blast, the Giants
had tied the game when Steve
Ontiveros doubled and scored
on shortstop Frank Inveras'
wild relay throw into the
Pirates' dugout.
Wins Tourney
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) —
Combining a four-over-par 76
Tuesday with Monday's 69, the
only sub-par round of the
tournament, University of
Maryland sophomore Rocky
Fryer of Augusta won the
West Lake National Junior
Invitational golf tournament..
Tuesday's round gave Fryer
a 145, fio shots ahead of Ben
Harris, Knoxville, Tenn., 73-
74, and Paul Williamson,
Aiken, S.C., 74-73.
It was the first time in the
seven-year-old tournament
that a local golfer finished in
the top five.
Due to a work stoppage at tire factories, some sizes may be in
short supply. Most Goodyear locations, however, still have tires
to fit your needs. If your dealer or store does not have your size,
they will provide you with a Rain Check assuring _future delivery
at the advertised price.
• Cash • Goodyear Revolving Charge • Our Own
Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club




Any U.S made car --
parts extra if needed
Ercludas front-wheel
drive cars
• Complete analysis and align-
ment correction -- to increase tire
mileage and improve steering
• Precision equipment, used by ex-
____perienced mechanics. helps ensure
..._ a precision alignment
$488
Up toS ots. ol major
wand 10/30 grads 00.
• Complete chassis lubrication 8 oil
change • Helps ensure long wearing
parts Si smooth, quiet performant:e
• Please phone ter appointment
• Includes light trucks
Ass for row trod satisfy Prrissi,cans
6 cyl. — Add $4 for
cyl.. $2 for air coed
64 Loos for cars with electronic ignition
• Our mechanics electronically fine-
tune your engine • New points,
• plugs & condenser • Test charging/
starting systems: aintfit carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth running
engine • includes Datsun. Toyota.
VW & light trucks.
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. ent0 6:00 P.M. Daily - Open Friday entil 8:00 p.m.
























































































Register each tine you
$100 given away each wee*
are ill the store for the
Beatrice LitchfieldLast Winner
Rt. 3, Murray
*Nothing to Buy 'No Cards To Punch •All You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store'
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Packers and their Families not eligible to
WIII •Adults only may register. •You do not have to be
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Good Only et Porkers
With $10.00 order
Or more

































8 Oz. Spray Yellow Sweet
$
















Lemonade 3 oic. $1°°
Hyde Park 9"
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. AP) -
Never in his life had James E.
Cvockett, retired court clerk,
felt so important. For six
Wens he was one of the most
courted of Americans - an
undecided delegate to • the
Republican National Con-
vention:- -
At his home in Wytheville,
Va., population 6,069, deep in
the Blue Ridge Mountains, he
had never received such mail,
so many phone calls, as in the
past six Weeks.
For all that time, James
Crockett kept his counsel. Not
Status Makes pelegate Feel Important
until Tuesday mooing did tae
frantic delegate-hunters in the
opposing political armies of
Gerald Ford and Ronald
'Reagan learn his intentions.
"I was elected as an un-
committed delegate and 1
owed .it to the people of the
--district of Virginia to
listen to both sides and make
up my own mind," Crockett
said.
Secretly, Crockett knew
which way he leaned.
After all, as a hard-working,
ticket-selling, rally-going
Wythe County Republican, he
had met. Gerald Ford back in
1968 when Ford made a speech
in RichmOnd. Late that night
Ford's car had a flat and
James Crockett had stood
dutifully in the rain with the
congressman, under the
marquee of the John Marshall
Hotel, while the flat was fixed.
Ford, reminded of that
occasion, remembered it,
remembered Crockett, and at
one' of their two face-to-face
meetings in the past two
weeks - one in the Oval Office
of the White House and one in
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generously offered Crockett a
pipeful of tobacco from his
own pouch.
It was better tobacco than
what I smoke," Crockett said,
"and I'm from Virginia."
James Crockett retired last
January at 65 after serving the--
22,000 people of Wythe County
for 44 years: first as a
magi rate, then on the county
boa of supervisors, and for
the past 24 years as circuit
court clerk. -
"I had been to many state
conventions," he said, "but
this was my first national





















Limit 10 Boxes Special 99 
Allinder, one of America's Best Fishermen will be in our storeilea September 1O& 11, 1976.
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convention." , tucky and North Carolina, a
The voters chose James beautifully mountainous
Crockett with no strings at- pocket of Appalachia.
tached. He could vote as he "The letters were about 75
pleased. per cent for Reagan and 25 per
But they certainly aimed to cent for Ford," Crockett said.
influence him.. __2.1 answered them all, either
_ From MI over Wythe-Connty- by-nraltrir *tie." " -
the letters came, from Cripple At the same time, mail
Creek and Barren Springs, came from the state's Ford
from Rural Retreat, Fosters and Reagan committees, at
Falls and Max Meadows, from least a letter a week from
all the towns and hamlets of each.
the county tucked away in And seldom a week passed
Virginia's southwestern tip without a phone call, or
where it touches West several calls, from the state's
























They were cordial talks,"
Crockett said. "Nobody
pressed me or even asked me
which way I was going to vote,
not even members of my own
delegation. Al] they dityr.a.s
point out the merits of their
man."
And what did James
Crockett do with all that
material expounding the
merits of the two men?
"I gave the Reagan
material to the Ford people,
and the Ford material to the






when people stopped me to
discuss them. I told them the
good points of the other fellow.
It was an education for them
and for me.
4' Really, I could back either,,
- and -cartainly-avill--
. whichever is nominat
Nobody knew which one 1.
supported, not even my wife.`i
didn't tell her because I wits
afraid she'd spill it over a
hrldge table."
Whoever wins, it would
seem, James E. Crockett wilt
go back home to Wytheville
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Swearing In Of New Appeals
Court Judges Called New Era
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's new Court of
Appeals judges have been
sworn in—inaugurating what
Kentucky Supreme Court
Chief Justice Scott Reed
called "a new era of justice."
Reed administered the oath
to 13 of the 14 judges Tuesday
in the Supreme Court
chambers. Boyce Martin
appointed for the fourth
district, second division, was
on vacation and could not
attend.
They were named Monday
by Gov. Julian Carroll to
break new judicial ground in
Kentucky.
The new intermediate ap-
pellate court and the Supreme
Court were established under
a constitutional amendment
adopted by voters last
November. Known as the
Judicial Article, the amen-
dment revamped the state's
judicial system, relatively
unchanged since the late 19th
century.
"You are commencing a
new era of justice," Reed told
the new judges, with a clean
slate, not hampered by
tradition.
You have in your hands the
most important aspect of the
judicial tradition," he said.
A reception was held for the
new judges, who donned
borrowed black robes after
their swearing-in, and for
their friends and relatives and
members of the bar who were
et-itt at what the governor
called an "historic occasion."
Following the reception, the
chief justice held an orien-
tation session for the new
wIges to provide them with
basic information such as
where to purchase their
judicial gowns and how much
they can spend on judicial
offices.
The judges will elect a chief
judge from among their
number and appoint a court
clerk before they begin
hearing appeals, Reed said.
The new court, sitting in
panels of three, will hear most
appeals from circuit courts
filed since July 1, and will also




WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll has
dedicated a new Boonesboro
Road in Clark County.
The six-mile section extends
from Winchester to Ft.
Booriesboro State Park on the
Kentucky River and replaces
an eight-mile winding, hilly
road.
About 200 local residents
and officials attended the
ceremonies Tuesday.
Earlier - in Winchester
Tuesday, Carroll announced
the appointment of Win-
chester businessman Beverly
Yeiser as the state's farmers'
dtivocate. Carroll said he was
greatly desirous of ad-
vancing the cease a farmers
in Kentucky."




Homer Horn of Sharon,
Tenn., father of Lloyd Horn of
Murray, died Tuesday at the
Volunteer General Hospital,
Martin, Tenn.
A retired farmer, he was 81
years of age and a member of
the Masonic Lodge. Born
December 30, 1894, at Obion
County, Tenn., he was the son
of the late Will Horn and
Mattie Simmons Horn.
Mr. Horn is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lelia Hill _Horn,
Sharon, Tenn.; one son, Lloyd
Horn and his wife, Mildred,
Murray; three grandchildren,
Kenneth Horn, Mrs. Carol
Crass, and Miss Gail Horn;
two great grandchildren.
The deceased was a
member of the Alamo Baptist
Church near Sharon, Tenn.,
where funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p. m.
with Rev. Charles Bailey and
Rev. George Smith officiating.
Burial will be in the Alamo
Church Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Sharon
Funeral Home, Sharon, Tenn.,




Mrs. Rebel ( Mary Frances)
Haneline of Murray Route
One, Coldwater, died suddenly
Tuesday at 7:15 p. m. at her
home. She was stricken after
having returned home from a
visit to see her sister, Mrs.
Bob Bazzell, who is ill at a
hospital in Memphis, Tenn.
The Coldwater resident was
59 years of age and was em-
ployed by the Merit Clothing
Company, Mayfield. She was
a member of the Coldwater
Baptist Church and of the
Woodmen of the Wcrld. Born
April 6, 1917, in Graves
County, she was the daughter
of the late Luther and Alcenia
McPherson McClain.
Mrs. Haneline is survived
by her husband, Rebel
Hanelnie,1- and one daughter,
Mrs. Frank (Nancy) Paschall,
Coldwater, Murray Route
One; three sisters, Mrs. Bob
(Willie Mae) Bazzell and Mrs.
Pauline Cooper, Murray, and
Mrs. Grace Wilford,
Mayfield; one brother, Oscar
McClain, Hazel Route One.
The funeral will be held
Thuraday at two p. m. at the
Coldwater, BaPtist Church
with Mrs. Haru Adams as
organist and soloist.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call.
Mrs. Buchanan Dies
Tuesday At Hospital
Mrs. Flora J. Buchanan,
formerly of Calloway County,
died Tuesday at 3:35 p. m. at
the Ireland Army Hospital,
Fort Knox. She had been
✓ iding in Brandenburg.
The deceased was 75 years
of age and was the wife of
Conrad Buchanan who died in
1936. Born March 17, 1901, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late R. S.
(Bob) Blalock and Mary C.
Dean Pittman Blalock.
Mrs. Buchanan is survived
by four daughters, Mrs.
Harold (Mary) Baker,
Coldwater, Mich., Mrs. Joe
( Peggy ) Warren, 'Paducah,
Mrs. Morris ( Laura) Futrell,
Winchester, and Mrs. Paul
(Hilda) Begley, Bran-




incomplete, but the body is
being brought to the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
where friends may call after
ten a. m. on Thursday.
W. L Thurmond Is
Dead At Age 89;
Funeral Thursday
William Leslie Thurmond of
Mayfield Route Seven died
Tuesday at 9:30 a. m. at the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield. He was 89 years 'of
age and was preceded in death
by his wife, Mrs. Netie
Thompson Thurmond.
Mr. Thurmond, a retired
farmer, was a member of the
Seventh and College Church of
Christ, Mayfield. Born
November 17, 1886, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Thomas B.
Thurmond and Arne Cochran
Thurmond.
Survivors Include tnree
daughters, Mrs. W. T. Winn,
Mayfield Route Six, Mrs.
Ralph Bagwell, Sedalia Route
One, and Mrs. Carl Brady,
Mayfield; two sons, Max
Thurmond and Thomas Ben
Thurmond, Mayfield; two
brothers, Zelna Thurmond
and Cecil Thurmond, Murray;
nine grandchildren; thirteen
great grandchildren.
Toll Of Dead And Missing In
Philippine Quake Over 5,300
MANILA, The Philippines ( AP) —
-The official toll of dead and-rnissfnon -
the earthquakes and tidal waves in the
southern Philippines soared to more
than 5,300 today, with nearly 30,000
reported homeless.
Relief officials said many bodies
were floating in the waters off the
stricken southern coast of Mindanao
and that many of the missing, washed
away by giant waves, would probably
never be found.
The National Disaster Coordinating
Center said 3,103 deaths had been
confirmed and there were at least 2,282
missing, 688 injured and 28,716
homeless following Tuesday's
catastrophes.
Col. Prudencio Ver, the center's
deputy chief, said most of the dead and
missing were caught by tidal waves.
A television station reported that 400
to 600 paratroopers training in the
southern Philippines were among those
swept away by the waves, but there was
no immediate confirmation of the
report.
The casualties were concentrated in
.the towns and cities along Mindanao
island's 500 miles of coastline around
the Moro Gulf, on the northern side of
the Celebes Sea.
The Philippine Air Force was shut-
tling tons of medicine, food and other
supplies to Cotabato, on the eastern
shore of the gulf, and Zamboanga,
across the gulf at the tip of the
Zamboanga peninsula. They were
among the hardest hit cities.
Navy ships stationed in Zamboanga
were ferrying relief goods to other
stricken areas along the coast.
President Ford sent President
Ferdinand E. Marcos .znessage ex-
pressing sorrow and offering U.S. aid.
Casualties were reported in the
provinces of -North and South Zam-
boanga, Basilan, North and South
Lanao, Cotabato and Misamis Oriental,
and the cities of Zamboanga, Basilan,
Cagayan de Oro and Cotabato.
Other provioPPs in the central
Philippines and on southern Luzon
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro. W.
E. Skinner officiating.
Pallbearers 'will be Jerry
Bagwell, James Winn, Robert
M. Brady, Michael Thurmond,
Jimmy Brown, and Gary T.
Hawkins. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Island also felt the tremors, but there
were nii—OpPHS or casualties In those-
areas. _
The first quake struck shortly after
midnight Monday, while the people of
Mindanao were sleeping. It was cen-
tered in the Celebes Sea between
Mindanao and Indonesia's Celebes
island and sent 24-foot-high tidal waves
crashing ashore, carrying away
fishermen's stilt shacks as far as 100
yards inland.
The first quake was followed by the
usual aftershocks, and shortly after
noon Monday another major tremor hit.
But by then the survivors of the first
quake had moved into the streets and
other open spaces, and it was not likely
that there were more casualties.
The National Geophysical Obser-
vatory said the first quake registered
7.8 on the Richter Scale while the U.S.
earthivake center in Golden, Colo., got
a reading of 8.0. The second quake
----tendered 6.8 on U.S. seismographs in
Honolulu.
The Richter scale is a measure of
ground motion, and every increase of
one whole number means the ground
motion is 10 times greater. A tremor
registering 6 indicates severe damage;
a reading of 7 is a major quake, capable
of widespread, heavy damage, and 8 is
a "great" quake, capable of tremen-
dous damage. The San Francisco
earthquake of 1906 registered 8.3.
Meanwhile, fisinhua, the official
Chinese news agency, reported that the
major earthquake in the mountains of
central China Monday night caused
only slight damage because it had been
predicted and officials had taken
precautions. It occurred about two
hours before the first Philippine quake
about 700 miles southwest of Peking
and registered 7.9 on the Richter Scale,
Hsinhua said.
Personal Income Up By
Biggest Margin In Year
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Americans' personal income jumped
 by the
biggest margin in nearly a year during July thanks to a cos
t of living
increase for Social Security recipients and bigger payrolls fo
r workers, the
government reported today.
The Commerce Department said personal income increased at a
n annual
rate of $13.9 billion in July, or 1 per cent, to an annual rate of $1,38
4.3 billion.
That worked out to an annual rate of growth of 12.9 per cent and co
mpared to
a $7.5 billion increase in June.
It was the largest increase since a $15.5 billion rise last August.
The July rise brought personal income on a per capita basis
 to $6,439 in
annual rate. That compares to $6,374 in June and $5,864 a year e
arlier.
The department said a Social Security increase mandated by 
the past
year's boost in consumer prices accounted for $4.6 billion of the
 latest in-
crease. That is a one-time factor which does not necessarily 
reflect the
underlying economic conditions at work However, wage
 and salary
payments increased even more steeply, by Pi billion following
 a drop of
$100 million in June.
The increase means that consumers have more cash at their disp
osal and
thus are in a position to continue the spending which has so fa
r been the
primary impetus behind the general economic recovery. The la
test jump
kept personal income growth well ahead of the 5.9 per cent i
ncrease in
consumer prices aver the past year.
UK Medical Center Planning
Model-Patient Unit Experiment
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
Medical Center is planning a
new -model-patient unit" as
an experiment making
patients feel more like in-
dividuals than products of an
assembly line.
"The concept behind the
unit is nothing really exotic,"
Frank Butler, associate
director of the Medical
Center, said.
"We're just going to try
some different methods of
taking care of patients up
there in that we are going to
change our nursing staffing
patterns," he added.
In most hospitals, especially
large ones, nurses tend to
specialize and the patient
finds one nurse taking his
temperature, a second taking
his blood pressure, a third
giving him medicine and so
on.
The university wants to try
having one nurse per shift look
after each individual patient.
To do this, a 8110,000 grant
from the Comprehensive
Health Planning Council is
needed for some construction
work. That grant will be
considered Wednesday by the
rma .(27(if /11,1 ket
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Dl'. today, famished to the Ledger &
foes by First of Michigan, Corp., of
array, are as follows:
Heublein Inc. 51% +%
Kaufman & Broad .4. 7% -44
Ponderosa Systems 3% -%
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide 
W R. Grace 264 mc
Texaco 77% +%








Franklin Mint 34% +%
39% +44• •
67 4-%
Prices of Aorlxv of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
Times hy I. M. Simon Co. are as follows.
Industrial Avg. , -2.91
Airco 32% 4%
Amer. Motor/ 4% one
Ashland Oil 26% -%
A.T. &I.,...---.........—., sov. At
Ford ap.. -k•
- Gen. DrallUdell 59,11 As
Gen Motors  671/2 unc
Gen. Tire 23 + ki.
Goodrich 3 unc
Gulf Oil 2fAi -44
Pennwalt 381/2 + 1/2
Quaker Ode 31% A4
Republic awl 36% +%
Singer 4.4 30% -1/2
Tappan 5% -46 •
Western Union 11 +1/2
Zenith 22% -Vi
co4ncil at its meeting here.
The Medical Center plans to
use a wing that has been used
for staff sleeping quarters,
Butler said, so no major
construction is needed to
convert it into an area for
patients.
"All we'll be doing is a little.
bit of fix-up work and in-
stalling some oxygen and
vaccuum outlets," he said.
One plan is to allow patients
to order meals when they want
them instead of making them
eat at regular intervals,
Butler said.
"We're constantly trying to
evaluate how we're doing
things and we realize that as
you get big.. .that occasionally
the care that we give tends to
become fragmented," he said.
''The patient gets the idea
there are about 400 people
helping him, but he has no one
or two people to relate to," he
added.
"What we're going to try to
do in this unit is have one
nurse who is responsible for
all the care of a patient.. .to go
back to what we call primary
nursing," Butler said.
In addition, the Medical
Center will try to have fewer
interns visit with patients in
A hundred years ago croquet
was such a popular game that
manufacturers provided wick-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A man and a woman from
Paducah have been charged in
connection with the robbery
on Tuesday of a branch of the
Louisville Trust Co. bank,
..police said.
Officers said robbery
charges were placed against
Larry Eugene Thweatt, 29,
and Barbara Thweat, 26, both
of Paducah.
County police did not
disclose the amount of money
taken in the holdup.
Officers said the Paducah
pair was arrested as the two
got out of a car in a motel
parking lot.
In the Louisville Trust bank
robbery, police said a man
field a gun on a teller, who
gave him a bag of money, A
man and a woman reportedly
were seen fleeing in a ca
after the holdup, officers said.
No futher details on the
robbery were available early
this morning.
the wing to keep the patients
from feeling like they are in a
glass cage, Butler said.
The unit will have 20 beds
and probably will be opened
shortly after the first of next
year, Butler said. The patients
it will house will be a cross




Revival services for the
Hazel and Mason's Chapel
United Methodist Churches
will be held Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, August 20, 21, and
22, at the Hazel Church.
Rev. Tommy Martin, pastor
of both churches, will be the
speaker for the services at
7:30 each evening.
The public is invited
attend, a church spokettinan
said.
Mysterious Patterns
On Mars Are Revealed
PASADENA, Calif. jAP) —




on the planet's red surface,
and scientists say they are
hard pressed to find a natural
explanation.
-We're getting some
strange things. It's very
puzzling," said Michael Carr,
a member of the team in-
terpreting pictures of Mars
taken by the orbiting Viking 2.





missionary to Alaska, will be
the guest speaker at the
prayer, services at the
Memorial Baptist Church
tonight ( Wednesday ) at 7:30 p.
m.
Mr. Brandon and his wife
now operate a Christian Book
Store in Benton.
Preceding the services the
fellowship dinner will be
served at 6:30 p. m. with
Verna Mae Stubblefield, Pat
Futrell, and Margaret Taylor
as hostesses.
Tom Ehikhametalor of
Nigeria, recent graduate of
Murray State University,
gave his testimony at the
Sunday evening services at
the church. He and his-wife,
Liz, and ion, Eronselle, left
Monday for Houston, Texas, to
study for his doctor's_degree
in journalism at Southern
University, before returning
to Nigeria. The couple was
married at the Memorial
Church on March 9, 1974.
The Sunshawer and Puppets
of Memorial Church will
present a program at Hillman
Ferry Campground in the
Land Between the Lakes on
Saturday at 8:30 p. m.
to touch down Sept. 4 in the
northern region of Mars.
Cittr- sold Tuesday that the
newest pictures of the target
zone showed huge, striped
patterns that resemble an
aerial photograph of a far-
mer's field after plowing.
It is "hard to think of a
natural cause, because the
stripes are so regular," he
said.
The geologist said there are
some stripe-like patterns in
the Sahara desert, caused by
the wind creating rows of
Junes that are very regular
ind evenly spaced.
"But generally, these dunes
don't change directions like
the ones we're seeing on
Mars," Carr said.
Meanwhile, life-searching
experiments aboard Viking 1
continued the second-phase of
testing, repeating earlier tests
to verify results.
Those tests gave hints as to
the possible existence of life
on the red planet, but scien-
tists said the seemingly
positive results could be the
products of life-mimicking
chemical processes on Mars.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
August 13, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Buying Stations -
Receipts: Act 406 Eat. 450,Barfows &
UST-71996-Effahil. —10736-41 10
Gilts steady Sows 
1"d4 
US 1-3310-240 lbs.,.  843.00-43.50
US 2-4240-200 1e.  142.25-43.00
US 3-4 360-280hr. 641.25-4125
Sows .
US 1-2 270450Ibs. $35.50-36.30
US 1-3 310-450 lba $35.50-36.50
US 1-3 4504..NO the. 136.30-38.00
US 2-3300-20011w.  - $34.50-35.50
Boars 126.50-23.50
LAKE DATA
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.4,
down 0.2.
Below dam 302.4, up 1.2.
Sunset 7:46. Sunrise 6:16.




Shown at 1505 Hermitage
Fri. & Sat.
10-5
ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES, COLLEGE ST
UDENTS,
AND EMPLOYEES IN BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
What is the outlook for YOUR future? Have you chosen a career? A
re you dissatisfied
with your present position?
DID YOU KNOW THAT:
The field of OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
is going through a tremendous growth
period?
Legislative developments such as passage of the Occupation
al Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
have created a manpower shortage in numerous Environmen
tal Careers in the field of Occupa-
tional Safety and Health?
There is a tremendous demand for qualified people (male an
d female) in careers such as Safety
Director, Safety Engineer, Safety Coordinator, Safety Su
pervisor, Loss Control Agent, Safety
and Health Technician, Industrial Hygienist, Health 
Physics Technician, Industrial
Audiologist, Toxicologist, Safety Inspector, and Complia
nce Officer?
I.
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY, Murray, Kentucky offers 
a Certificate of Specialization, As-
sociate Degree, and Bachelor of Science Degree in Occup
ational Safety and Health?
You can pursue a degree in Occupational Safety and He
alth without previous experience in
the field?
You are invited to inquire about the Occupational Safe
ty and Health programs at Murray State
University and to visit the campus?
For more information, COMPLETE AN
D MAIL THIS FORM To-
Desertosent of Fessineering and indualtiallechnot
agy
Murray State University
Murray. Kentucky 0071 MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY,
Nesse  Street Ad
dress 
City  Slot. 
Floor we'd inforstetion to n ingIl., folio...nig
I 2 year Aessociale Degree
4 I 4 year Kathelor ol Science Degree
I I (Militate Progress
Murray, Kentucky
42071
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GOP Trying To Close Ranks
For Coming Presidential Race
By ROBERT A. DoBKIN
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) —
Republicans are trying to
close ranks for the coming
presidential campaign after
adopting a platform amended
to soothe the Ronald Reagan
wing of the party.
At the end of a convention
session stretching into the
early morning hours today —
the day the GOP presidential
candidate will be nominated
— President Ford's sup-
porters conceded a major
point to his challenger by
accepting Reagan's addition
to the foreign policy section of
the platform.
Vice Preaeiii Nelkin A.
Rockefeller told reporters he
had spoken personally to the
Ptesident by telephone from
the convention floor as the
decision was made to accept
the Reagan amendment. Ford
supporters earlier had fought
it hard, saying it implied
criticism by Republicans of
the conduct of foreign affairs
by a GOP administration.
The desire for party unity
prevailed when the showdown
came, and the Ford forces
offered no fight. Reagan had
been stung earlier , in the
evening by a sharp defeat of
his attempt to force Ford to
name in advance his choice of
a vice presidential running
mate.
Another potential dispute,
not one between the
presidential camps, had been
defused when the convention
voted to -refalri PlatforYn-
language supporting the ef-
forts of those seeking a con-
stitutional amendment "to
restore protection of the right
to life for unborn chiltiren,"
despite Supreme Court rulings
limiting anti-abortion laws. 7
Reagan, probing,7- for
weaknesses in Ford'„s‘upport,
sent to the convention floor an
amendment-1.o the foreign
policy plank entitled
"Morality in Foreign Policy"
that implicitly criticized the
way Ford and Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger
conduct the nation's in-
ternational relations. It
contained much of the critical
language used by Reagan
during the primaries.
The amendment cautioned
against undue concessions in




invited for a White House visit
when he was being feted by
others, and warned against
neglecting the interests of
Soviet-dominated East
e 4 Betty Ford And Nancy Reagan
ss Use Different Roles As Wives
By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP( —
The First Lady, a former
dancer, and the former first
lady of California, a former
actress, are as different in
their showstopping convention
roles as in their daily cam-
paign style.
Betty Ford, the President's
wife, swung into the arms of
singer Tony Orlando and
danced to the tune of "Tie a
Yellow Ribbon" at Tuesday
night's session of the
Republican convention.
Nancy Reagan, wife of
former California Gov.
Ronald Reagan, stood quietly,
smiled and waved.
They brought down the
house.
Hours earlier, it was Nancy
Reagan who undertook an
exhausting day of campaign
travel while Betty Ford made
a single public appearance
and worked quietly behind the
scenes.
Both women attended a
brunch held by the National
Federation of Republican
Women. They met briefly and
shook hands.
Mrs. Ford told the group,
"There is nothing I am more
OW
Did you e'er wanttO know how to manage
your money to make every penny count?
You can learn how to do it.
Did you ever want to grow your own
vegetables but you don't have a backyard?
You can learn how to do that, too. ,
We're the Consumer Information Center
of the government. And we have over 200
publications, brochures. and pamphlets that
tell you how to do a lot of different things.
How to sleep like a lamb.
How to keep your home in good shape.
And how to keep your shape in good '
shape, too.
Our free catalog lists brochures about buy-
ing a used car. About health and recreation.
Children. Food and nutrition. Saving energy.
Even how to find a job that's right for you.
Most of these publications are free. Most of
the rest are 50C or less.
How to get the catalog




Id like to know how to. Please send me your free catalog that




Send to Consumer Information Center
Pdebio. Colorado 81009. tviiS SPACE CC•41111610ED Or 00 OURTSPIell
concerned about than getting
more women into gover-
iunent..... More power to
them."
Mrs. Reagan was not called
upon to speak.
Then, the two first ladies —
veteran entertainers and
veteran campaigners — went
their separate ways to boost
the political futures of Weir
husbands.
Mrs. Ford has -attended
relatively fewer teas and
made f er public ap-
pearaxxs at the convention
than Mrs. Reagan. Since
arriving Sunday, Mrs. Ford
has privately chatted with
delegates in the suite of
convention rooms rented by
the Ford forces.
Mrs. Reagan went from the
brunch to the Royal Hills
Nursing Center, then attended
a tea at the Kansas City
Museum and a noisy reception
for young Republicans at a
downtown hotel.
Along the way she made
time for interviews on the bus
and said several times, with
increasing exasperation, that
her husband will not accept
the No. 2 spot on the GOP
ticket.
It was not the crush of well-
wishers or the pace of the
receiving line, but rather her
time with the fragile, the pale
and the dying at the nursing
home that touched her deeply.
It was hardly a place to reap
votes or inspire election
workers, the nursing home
where residents crave com-
passion, not promises.
The home turned out in its
Sunday best, or at least its
best pink slippers and faded
dressing gowns, with wisps of
bright yarn to pull back wisps
of hair.
Mrs. Reagan spoke to
everyone who gathered, and
they responded with childlike
pleasure, or sunken stares.
"Oh, thank you for coming.
You're so pretty and we're so
honored," said Sally Gray, 96,
as she gripped a walker with
one hand and handed Mrs.
Reagan a white orchid cor-
sage with the other.
Mrs. Reagan kissed her.
Upstairs, with the most
severely disabled and
bedridden, Mrs. Reagan's
cheery exterior melted in
quick tears as 92-year-old
Ellen Peppergias bent over
the bedside of her friend, 84-
year-old Ida McMillian.
Ellen wished her a good




"I guess that really got to
me," she said.
perm countries.
Negotiations went on for
hours between the Ford and
Reagan camps, seeking to
remove any implied criticism
of the administration, but the
Reagan forces stood firm on
the original language and the
Ford negotiators finally gave
in.
But Rockefeller rejected the
suggestion that the amend-
ment was critical of the ad-
ministration, saying, " This is,
in fact, the basis on which the
Republican , administration
has conducted its foreign
policy for the past eight
years." . . ,
On domestic issues there
were no deep divisions bet-
ween FAN and Reagan. Most
had been ironed. out in Aire —
days and nights of work by the
platform committee and it
spokesmen for both can- r
didates had said they could Z,
run on the platform.
continues the 36-year
As adopted, the platform
Republican tradition of en-
dorsing the Equal Rights
Amendment, a goal long- 5
sought by feminists and now
before the states for
ratification. Opponents of the (7
endorsement were not able to
muster enough support to
fight it on the flc Dr. C
Fifteen-month-old Stephen Hopkins learns
with the aid of his mother, Sharon Hopkins.
to float
Nineteen-month-old Kelley Stunson takes a relaxing
moment from her training lessons at the Murray-
Calloway Park.
'WAS
forty Henry helps her 14-month-old daughter Melissa
to practice on her jumps into the pclol water.
oung, but willing to learn, describes 7-month-old
Melinda Sisler-as her mother, Pam Sider prepores her




By Dan 0 Patterson
The Parent and Tot Summer Swim Program
organized by the American Red Crolfas just
recently completed its 1976 das,e<' The main
purpose was to provide a wajef 'Orientation op-
portunity for children 4years of age and under.
The aim was to adsst the young toddlers to
water, thus preventing any fears from
developing:A(a later age. The program-began
July 26,aridl continued until August 6.
Classes were conducted at the new Murray-
Calloway County Park. Serving as: ingructor bc
the swim program was Mrs. Joyce BetsworIlk,
Mrs. Betsworth, an experienced and highly
qualified water instructor, has been involved in
learn-to-swim programs for over 10 years.
Assisting Mrs. Betsworth was Nancy Garrison,
who is secretary to Jean Blankenship, Executive
Director of the local Red Cross office.
There were 45 young participants enrolled in
the program ranging in ages 7 months to 4
years. There were four classes held each week
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Is Planned In Commonwealth
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A new
statewide classification
system for screening the
Commonwealth's inmate
population for placement in
minimum security work
details will soon be im-
plemented, said Justice
Secretary John L. Smith.
The plan calls for a
screening committee at each
state correctional institution
to recommend the men they
believe to best suited for work
details "outside the walls."
Those recommendations
would come from guidelines
established by the bureau's
deputy for institutional ser-
vices, Al Parke, who drew up
the plan.
Priority in the work details
would be given to first of-
fenders and those with a
record of non-violent offenses,
according to Parke. After
being recommended by the
institution's screening
committee, the transfer would
go to the Bureau of Correc-
tions central office for ap-
proval.
Smith said implementation
of the plan will begin
"probably later this month,"
when two new minimum





wrong. it'll tell you.
I. Orange in bowel or
- bladder habits.




4. Thickening or lump in
breast or elsewhere.
5. Indigestion or difficulty
in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in wart
or mole.
7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.
If you have a warning sig-
nal. see your doctor. If it's
a false alarm, he'll tell
you. If it isn't, you can give
him time to help. Don't be
afraid. It's what you don't
know that can hurt you.
American 11
Cancer Society.




facility is due to open by mid-
to-late August, according to
Smith, and a new farm facility
at the state reformatory is
scheduled for a late August
opening date.
Also, a governmental
services unit in Frankfort is
anticipated to be completed in
September with men moving
in shortly thereafter; and, as a
temporary means of easing
the overcrowded conditions in
the state correctional in-
stitutions, a regional jail
program has been proposed.
Smith said the portion of the
inmate population which will
be eligible for the new
facilities will be minimum
security inmates who meet the
new guidelines and pose little
security risk.
Parke said that inmates
convicted of violent offenses,
repeat offenders,. those con-
victed of narcotics offenses,
those with a record of sexual
deviancies and several other
types of offenders will be
excluded from the program.
"We're always going to
have walk-aways from our
work details," Parke said.
"What we're doing is
lessening the risk and seeing
that if those people do walk
away from a work detail, they
will be The type of people who
will pose no great threat."
Smith said, "The set of
guidelines which will carefully
screen the inmates for these
outside the walls work details
and establish a statewide
classification system is
something we have sorely
needed for a long time. It is
our responsibility to assure
the citizens that the men and
women we place in each
community will pose no threat
to them. We believe these
guidelines will enable us to do
just that.
Smith added, "The long-
range plans of easing the state
institutions' overcrowded
conditions by opening the new
facilities for minimum
security inmates and the
temporary regional jail
program are very far-sighted,
innovative and responsible
programs. We are all very
optimistic about their success.
"The biggest problem we
face in Kentucky corrections
is overcrowding. It leads to
the most negative aspect of an
inmate's life— idleness.
"Truly effective
rehabilitation is dependent on
op,- ability to offer con-
structive job opportunities
and training. We believe the
opening of these new in-
stitutions will provide that
opportunity.
"Instead of having 200 or 300
inmates in an institution with
no job assignment and four
men assigned to a job that
could be done by one, we
believe we can very soon offer
more individualized training
and individual job assign-
ments."
Smith said the new in-
sititutions will open their
doors as soon as superin-
tendents are named and staffs
hired. He said the Corrections
Management Team is nearing
the end of the superintendent's
interviews and he believes
they could all be named this
month.
Parke said inmates who will
be transferred to the new farm
facility at the state refor-
matory will come from that
institution. Inmates from
other institutions who wish to
be transferred to the farm
facility and fit the guidelines
will go through the refor-
matory first. If they are
recommended by the refor-
matory screening committee,
the transfer would then have
to be approved by the bureau.
Those to be transferred to
the governmental services




Lexington), the state refor-
matory near LaGrange and
the state penitentiary near
Eddyville.
The women going to the new
minimum security women's
facility in Boone County will
come from the Kentucky
Correctional Institution for
Women near Pewee Valley.
When the regional jail
program gets off the ground,
inmates con.sidered for that
program will be parolees
awaiting completion of
necessary paperwork, young
first offenders and less
criminally sophisticated in-
mates, according to Joe L.
Barbee, executive assistant to
the corrections commissioner,
who is heading up the regional
jail program for the bureau.
Barbee said concern over
the security of housing state
inmates in loVal jails is un-
justified. "Most state
prisoners who would be sent to
regional jails would beshort-
term offenders who have not
committed crimes of
violence," Barbee said.
"That's what the new
classification system is for,"
Secretary Smith said.
"Inmates who pose no real
threat to society deserve to be
placed in outside work details.
they will soon be back out on
the streets and working in
civilian jobs. anyway. This
reorientation to society is
invaluable.
"But at the same time, the
citizens must be assured that
these men are minimum
security inmates. They must
know that their security is
protected. And I truly believe
this new classification system
will cover this entire spectrum
— serving as an incentive to
our inmate population and
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Model EAD19131 19 cubic foot, side by , 89-- --
side with ice maker REG. $995 SALE IF CLOSEPRICE
Model EAT17PM 17 cubic foot, with ice
maker, our best REG. $799 SALE PRICE  $449Model E4D251MM 24.5 cubic foot foot, side
door. McKee List $1686'. SALE PRICE




Model E4Y16X 16 foot, upright freezer, in
gold. Signal light, porcelin interior REG. $519
Model E4HO6CW 6 foot chest freezer,








Model RDE6300P Set in range with continous
clean oven. Black glass door. SALE 
$239REG. $460 PRICE 
Model RDE3300 30" free standing range with
clock and continous clean oven.smi$259REG; $474  PRICE
Model RDE3400 30" free standing range, timed continous clean oven.
-Model RDE6300 30" set in range, with cloc 
 Reg. $516





Model SAF440 - Portable, 4 cycle, incIutTutg super scour. Our best seller.
Model SAU320P - 2 cycle, undercounter, 2 full size spray arms. $RE37G2.
REG. $4 PRICE
58  PSRAICE $ 219
SALE
 $279- .
Model LDE5700 5 cycle, 5600 watt heating element, permanentWhirlpool
DRYERS
rrress & knit cycles. SALE $100REG. $309 PRICE A89
Model LDE7800 Our best. Fully automatic cycles, end of cyck
buzzer.
Whirlpool WASHERS
Model LDB5300 3 cycle washer with permanent
press cycle. REG. $399 SALE
Model LDA9800 Whirlpool's best, huge capacity,
239 PRICE
infinite water level, bleach & fabric softener
dispenser, filter that cleans itself. SALE $999











































LITTON MODEL 416 MIRCOWAVE OVEN
with defrost, 3 button control and timer.
One of the top of the line. $399
PROGRESS DECORATOR BULBS
25, 40 or 60 W
ONLY 25t
EACH
ALSONS massage action pulsating personal
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More Gardens, Less Food Stamps Is Answer Of Woman -
By Nevy le Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
If every able-bodied person
with a piece ,of land available
fer-- the- pucuolawould _groyy.
garden, there would be less
need for food stamps and
other federal handouts. The
taxpayer's load would be less
heavy, much self-respect
hyoid be regained, and better
food would be available for the
table.
That is the firm opinion • of
80-v ear-old Mrs. Edith Hicks
etho practices what she
preaches. A widow who lives
alone, she raises a big garden.
every year on her tiny Lee
County farm at St. Helens. She
has been doing this for the
past 11 years since she retired
as manager of an elegant tea
room in the famous
Netherland Plaza Hotel in
qincinnati.
"I could have worked on at
the hotel," she said, "but I
wanted to bet --back to
tee County where I could do
Some gardening before I got
tho old."
"I love to garden," she went
ton to say," and I think it is
good for a person. You not
only can produce some of the
finest food in the world for the
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscriseis who have not
received it.,, home-
delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger I. Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Frit/ay or
by 3:30 p.m. on Saturdays
are uraed to call 753-194
hetweins 5:30 p.m. and 6
p.m., Monday-Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sew-
days, to insure delivery of
the newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. week.
days or 4 p.m. Saturdays to
guarantee delivery.
table, but the work also does
wonders for the body, and to
be out tending a garden with
the birds singing and the soft
wincLs blowing is solace for the
mind. I dread winter but I am
sustained through it by the
thoughts of garden time in the
spring."
A farm girl by birth and
raised to young womanhood
on a Lee County farm, Mrs.
Hicks came by her love for
gardening quite naturally.
"Actually," she said, "I grew
up in a garden and have never
lost my love for it. I do most of
my own work, and I raise
enough for myself and have a
lot to share with my neighbors
who, for one reason or
Beyerle Named
Superintendent
another, do not have gardens
of their own.
Being of the old-time garden
school, she gardens a lot by
tradition. Although she
doesn't do so all the time, she.
believes in planting according
to the signs of the Zodiac and
phases of the moon. Not-
withstanding claims to the
contrary by the U. S. Biologic
Survey, she believes
scarecrows, temporarily at
least, will help keep rabbits
out of the lettuce bed and
blackbirds out of the pea
patch.
Also, whenever possible,
Mrs. Hicks likes to grow old
time-tested varieties of
vegetables such as "tater
onions" that you set out on
election day in November and
"Saint peas" that must be
planted, rain or shine, on St.
Valentine's Day in February.
in fact, her pea patch this
year came from seed believed
to have been saved from year
to year by the McGuire
Family of Lee County since
the time of Daniel Boone. The
seed was given to Mrs. Hicks
by a member of the McQuire
family whose ancestors had
been, with Boone at
Boonesboro.
For the uninitiated in that
great 'order of pea planters,
"sallit peas" grow on tall
plants that must be supported
by sticks. They are picked,
strung, broken up like snap
beans, cooked, and eaten
hulls and all. In pioneer days,
__this was the _DDIY. PeA
available, and to do their best
in Kentucky, this variety must
be planted in mid-February.
Mrs. Hicks also grows old-
time beans that have been
handed down by generations
of Kentucky mountain
families, and while she is sure
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Garland T. Beyerle, 51, of
Louisville, has been named
superintendent of a new
correctional farm facility
near La-Grange.
The former U.S. Marine
lieutenant colonel was ap-
pointed by Gov. Julian Carroll
to head the Roederer Farm
Center, scheduled for opening
later this month.
Corrections Commissioner
David Bland said the farm,
now a part of the Kentucky
State Reformatory, is one of
several facilities being turned
Into regional minimum
security institutions.
Beyerle has_ worked _during
the past year as instructor-
coordinator for the state
Bureau of Training and was
assigned to the reformatory.
Prior to that, he held the
post of classification and
treatment officer at the
prison.
some newer varieties of
vegetables are just as good de
the older ones and some
perhaps are better, she
believes the older types are
Jbetter adapted to the region's
-soil and cliinate.
Mrs. Hicks cans, freezes,
dries, and otherwise stores
away a lot of her garden truck.
In winter, she gives a lot of
this away to her less fortunate
neighbors and get a lot of joy
out of doing it.
As can be seen, she is a firm
believer in gardening and
plans to keep on raising one
each year until the "Good
Lord calls me home" or until
She is no longer able to use a
hoe. That may be a long time
yet to come because as she
says, gardening does wonders
for the body and keeps it fit.
Maybe Allah, as Old Izaak
Walton said about fishing,
does not detract from the
alotted span of man those
hours he spends in gardening.
"Sometimes," says Mrs.
Hicks, "I almost believe that
to be a fact. Leastwise, I never
feel old while working in the
garden."
Thomas Clark-Todd Named As
Director Of Film Commission
_Frankfort, Ky.-Gov.. Julian
Carroll has announced the
appointment of Thomas Clark-
Todd of Louisville as
executive director of the
newly established Kentucky
Film Commission.
The commission, created by
the executive order of Gov.
Carroll, is intended to
stimulate the use of Kentucky
as a location for motion pic-
ture production, television
location shooting and ad-
vertising filming, according to
Development Secretary
WillianrL. Short.
"Kentucky has a marvelous
potential as a location for
many types of film produc-
tion. We are excited by the
possibilities for employment
that film production
state can provide for citizens
8(the Commonwealth," Short
said. The Film Commission
will be administered by the
Kentucky Development
Cabinet.
Clark-Todd holds a degree
in Mass Communications
from Western Kentucky
University and is leaving the
position of business manager
of the Louisville Ballet
Company to accept the
executive directorship, said
Short. "We feel that Tom has
exceptional qualifications to
make the Film Commission a
workable, vibrant entity. His
experience runs the gamut
from motion picture
production to live drama and
his familiarity with Kentucky
and its altnactions for the film
industry will prove in-
valuable."
In addition to his work with
the Louisville Ballet, Clark-
Todd has been stage manager
of Actor's Theater of
Louisville, production
--manager for Mid American.
Pictures Corporation and
assistant production manager
for 20th Century-Fox. He has
also keen associated with the
Kentucky outdoor dramas at
Berea and Fort Harrod State




FRANKFORT,,, Ky. — In
keeping with its eittdPaign
against securities 'fraud and
the sale. ,cif- -unregistered
securities, the Kentieky
Department of Banking and
Securities will sponsor a five-
day school for state police
detectives, representatives of
the Attorney General's office
and representatives of the
state Department of Justice.
The basic theme for the
Aug. 16-20 school will be
"White Collar Crime as It
Relates to Securities Laws.-
In addition tO department
personnel, federal employes
and brokerage firm officers
will serve as instructors for
the seminar.
Jack Bunnell, director of the
Division of Securities, said the
school will serve two pur-
poses.
'First, it will familiarize the
detectives and other
representatives with the 'blue
sky laws' (securities laws),
helping them in their in-
vestigations by making them
aware of what constitutes a
violation. Secondly, the people
attending the school will be
available to local clubs or
organizations as speakers
concerning the laws," he said.
Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith, Inc., the
largest brokerage firm in the
United States, will host the
first three days of the school.
"We are not trying to give.a
crash coin-Se inVesliienis,
but are instead, trying to
orient our part of the program
to knowledge that would be
useful to the group in their
investigations," Don Miller,
the firm's coordinator for the
school said.
On Monday, classroom-type
instruction will be given on the
history and purpose of stock
..markets. The day's program
All include a preseAtatiOn of
the various kinds of securities.
The Tuesday sessions will
deal with a, more practical
application of the laws
regulating securities,
Harold Wagner, operations
officer for the firm's
Louisville office, is tentatively
scheduled to speak to the
group about the procedure for
processing of securities as
they enter a brokerage firm.
A film, pointing out what to
look for in counterfeit
securities, will also be shown
in the Tuesday morning
session.
During the afternoon
session, Jack Conroy, a NeW
York *presentative of the
firm's Protective Services
Department, will address the
group.
Conroy, who specializes in
securities fraud, is an ex-New
York City detective and ac-
cording to Miller, "will draw
on his experience to give
helpful tips to the group for
their investigations."
Basic classroom instruction
will again be the format on
Wednesday. The students will
be advised as to the ways that
stock brokers can help them in
their inquiries. They will also
be informed of the laws that
protect the public in regard to
The registratioli and sale-W
securities, according to
Miller.
The state Division of
Securities will conduct the
Thursday morning session of
the school, devoted to in-
struction in the Kentucky
securities laws.
The Thursday afternoon and
Friday sessions will be con-
ducted by the Securities and
eXthange -Commission
(SEC), a federal agency
located in Washington, D.C.
SEC representatives will show






Securities, said, "I am ex-
tremely pleased that we have
a school of this type in our
state. It is the first in Ken-
tucky and, to the best of my
knowledge, the first in the
nation."
"The training should prove "-
helpful in enforcing the
security regulations as a
safeguard to the citizens of the
Commonwealth in their in-
vestments," he added.
Bunnell estimated that 30
persons will attend the five-
day school.
"The school will be repeated
if we feel it is successful and if
we see a need for additional
people to be trained for in-
vestigation," the . director
said.
The Banking and Securities
Building, located at 911
Leawood Dr., Frankfort, will
be the site for the August
school.
BetWeen Marand Sept.-17V,
the Constitutional Convention in
Philadelphia adopted the U.S.
Constitution.
George Washington started
his second term as president of
the United States in Phila-
delphia on March 4, 1793.
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Independence Of United States
State Forestry Director —0Wn a tract of 500 acres or
Notes Importance Of less of eligible forestland,
Incentives Program To unless the U. S. Secretary of
Standard of Living Agriculture determines it is in
FRANKFORT, Ky. — the public interest to grant a
Improvement in the waiver of the rule.
production of all privately —Be a private forest Ian-
owned timberlands is vital to downer-. 'Any individual,
the nation's strength and group, association or cor-
independence, according to poration may be eligible
Harry Nadler, director of the provided they are not
forestry division in the regularly engaged in the
Kentucky Department for business of manufacturing
Natural Resources and forest products or providing
Environmental Protection. public utility services of any
Nadler said the present type.
growth rate of the population —Have land that is suitable
is expected to double the for reforestation with soft-
demand for wood in the next 30 wood or hardwood species or
years. "Our present standard improved forest management.
of living is at stake," he added —Have land that is capable
in a recent discussion of the of producing 50 cubic feet per
importance of the Forestry acre each yew; of marketable
Incentives Program ( FIP ). saw timber or veneer logs.
The Congress, in 1973, —Must not have had any
commercial harvest cutting
on lands for which a forestry
incentives cost-sharing ap-
plication has been made
within the past five years.
Exemptions are provided for
salvage cuttings, cuttings to
regenerate unproductive
stands and cuttings to convert
unproductive species because
these are not considered
commercial harvests.
Nadler said any private
landowners who are in-
terested should first contact
their county ASCS office and
apply for the program. The
applications will then be
referred to the Kentucky
division of forestry and ser-
ViCe foresters will consult with
the landowners to develop
forest management plans.
Certification of the need is
then made by the forester to
the county ASCS on the type of
forest improvement practices
for which the landowners
qualify, with a copy of the
management plan supplied to
the ASCS office.
BEAU BRUMMEL "The service foresters,"
NEW YORK ( AP) — Beau according to Nadler, "will
Briunmel caused a tizzy in the provide technical advice and
society of his time when he specifications and help find
showed up at a formal dance approved vendors or con-
dressed in a silk suit of all tractors, if needed, for gettingblack, according to the Ameri-
k "can Formalwear Association. the wor accomplished. 
But the idea caught on, and He said the final step is for
soon black and white was de. the forester to certify that the
creed the only proper way for a project has been completed
man to attend a formal event, satisfactorily, then the cost-
authorized the program to
share the costs with private
landowners for tree planting
and improving timber stands.,
"The tiniberland owners
who have an average of 100
acres of forestland or less are.
the most important class of
owners in meeting the needs of
our future supply of timber
and other related benefits
such as recreation, wildlife,
water and scenic beauty,"
Nadler said.
In Kentucky, the federal
share is 75 per cent of the
actual costs that cannot ex-
ceed an amount set by the
county committee of the
Agriculture Stabilization and
ConSerStation SerVite
The state forestry director
pointed out that the maximum
.cost-shares an owner can earn
each year under the FIP is
$10,000.
Private landowners, ac-
cording to the director, must
meet five conditions to be
eligible for the cost-share
assistance:
FOOD PRICES WILL SOON BE TUMBLING DOWN
BIG JOHN
THE PRICE BUSTER IS COMING TO YOUR TOWN
OrbOkA
A RUGGED VACATION HOME THAT
NEVER NEEDS MAINTENANCE.
Is Moving!!
Roy and Andy are now the O'Dome Regional
Representatives for all of Tennessee as well as
Kentucky.
So they are moving the current O'Dome to
establish a model in...
Cub Crook Colony
(Of Oid 79 fest id Dom.)
Dover, Tenn.
Watch for Grand Opening
of Non O'Donto in Murray
at its Non Location
For Information Phone 753-4123
share payments can .be made
by the county ASCS office.
"Participation in the FIP is
open to all eligible-landowners
who bear part of the cost of an
approved forestry practice,"
Nadler added, "regardless of
race, color, religion, national
origin or sex."
Further details are
available from state division
of forestry offices, county
ASCS offices, extension
service offices, or Soil Con-
servation Service offices.
atememiMMIIIMMIM 
One of the best ways to see
Kentucky is to walk along its
foot paths and trails.
Throughout the Com-
monwealth are marked hiking
trails that lead through
woodlands, dense and lush
frith summer foliage, and
along streams and lakes that
amound in wildflowers. These
trails lead past rugged cliff
areas that are as adventurous
to today's foot traffic as they
were to pioneers and through
gentle meadows as soothing
now as they were in set-
tlement days.




FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 19, 1978
Look in the section in which judgment.
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to tne stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A mixed kind of day in terms
of work. Your ideas are good,
but you can meet with ob-
stacles. There may be more to
do than you expected. Take all
in stride.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
An excellent day for all
creative activity. Superiors
may take an unusual interest in




(May 22 to June 21)
Real problems are likely to be
confused with imaginary ones:
Look thoroughly over your
schedule and weed out
nonessentials. To clear your






(June n to July 23)
It's mostly up to you whether
you will gain ground, make ends
meet or just drift. Some usual
suggestions or directions will be
absent. Be ready to "muddle
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Avoid worry over "what
might have been" or "what
things SHOULD be." Consider
the over-all picture and you'll
find that you have no reason for
anxiety.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 73)
You can accomplish a great
deal now — unless you are




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) an
You will require more than
ordinary patience now; will also
have to be extremely careful in
making decisions. Turn thumbs
down on dubious schemes.
SCORPIO
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) nV4P
Some opposition likely. Listen
quietly to all, analyze, interpret
carefully and, thus fortified,
you can plan effective strategy.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)3(40
Examine your inner feelings
to determine your true sen-
timents and sense of values
Otherwise, you may be misled
by your emotions.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan 20)364
Don't blow up trifles beyond
all proportion, and DO be
careful not to misjudge others.
You could get the wrong angle
on their activities through your
own misinterpretation,
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Mixed planetary influences
should put you on your toes now.
There's a special need for
adaptability and efficiency.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Don't crowd yourself in the
early hours, so that you become
overly fatigued. Some in-
teresting situations arising
after noon will demand y
complete alertness, • od
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a dynamic per-
sonality, tremendous energy
and unusual versatility along
both business and creative
lines. You are extremely am-
bitious and will work un-
stintingly to achieve your goals.
You are a salesman par ex-
cellence and can sell your wares
— and yourself — with almost
incredible ease. Traits to
conquer: extravagance, a
tendency toward boastfulness,
irritability when others dis-
please you. Birthdate of: Ber-
nard Baruch, Amer. financier;














Nancy's House of Shoes
102 E. Washington Street
Paris, Tennessee
Lucy's Shoe Box Simmons Shoe Store
iols.lsa St. 204 S. 14th St
Union City, Tennessee Humboldt, Tennessee
trips when someone calls out,
"Oh! Look at that view," and
you turn to look and ask
"What View?" The answer is,
"The one 'we just passed.
Sorry."
A walk, however, leisurely
paced or however fast, still
gives the hiker time to see the
peaks and trees above as well
as the wildflowers starring the
earth.
Two new • hiking trails
beckon those who love out-
doors and nature.
Grayson Lake Nature Trail
in Grayson Lake State Resort
Park in Carter and Elliott
Counties is less than two miles
long but contains nearly
everything including a look at
beavers building their dams.
A 60-mile length of the new
Jenny Wiley Trail was opened
in the spring. When com-
pleted, this trail that bears the
name of Kentucky's famous
pioneer heroine will be 200
miles long and lead through 10
Eastern Kentucky counties.
Grayson Lake Nature Trail
had been in the planning stage
by the U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Huntington
District for some time and
recently was opened to the
public.
Jim Napier, manager of the
reservoir located between
Grayson and Sandy Hook on
Ky. 7, said the trail begins
near the mouth of the dam and
follows Little Sandy River.
The trail then cuts back
around a cliff area to a plateau
high above the surrounding
land and overlooking the
dam."
Carl Walker, recreation
planner with the district,
defines the trail as an in-
terpretative one with its
features pointed out and
identified. "There are many
animals and birds," he said,
as well as trees and wild-
flowers to study and enjoy."
There are picnic tables and
rest areas for hikers. A park
teachnician is available to
accompany groups along the
Grayson trail.
Not far away in Greenup
County is the start of the
Jenny Wiley Trail which also
leads into Carter and Elliott
Counties, extends along the
Elliott-Morgan County border,
then travels along Big and
Little Paint Creeks into
Johnson and Floyd counties.
This trail loosely follows the
steps taken by Mrs. Wiley in
fleeing from her Indian
captors and making her way
to Harman's Station. Parts of
the trail are extensions to
include area landmarks and
connections with other trails
and with Eastern Kentucky
state parks.
Beginning near the ancient
Indian Village Shawnee, the
trail has an unbroken
ridgeline path with one ridge
branch leading to Tennessee
and another to Indian Old-
fields in Clark County.
The Jenny Wiley Trail leads
to the Bloyd County park near
Prestonsburg that bears her
name and to her gravesite
near River in Johnson County.
After months as a prisoner of
Indians, Mrs. Wiley escaped
and with her husband Thomas
returned to what would
become Johnson County. In
about 1800 they built a cabin
and, all their children having
been killed by Indians, reared
five other children for a new
life in the ;Kentucky Hills.
Jenny Sellards Wiley died in
1831.
John Howerton of South
Portsmouth, Ky., is project
director. Also assisting in the
trail's development is
FIVECO Area Development
District with offices in
Catlettsburg.
From now through sum-
mer's end the trails are ex-
pected to attract many
tourists and nature lovers,
with autumn's beauty ex-
pected to add many school
groups to the list of visitors.
Some of the region's most
beautiful scenery and rnost
interesting links with history




TVA has five tracts of land in Marshall County, Ken-
tucky, for rent from January 1, 1977, to December 31,
1981. These tracts vary in size from 1.9 acres to 45.6
acres. These tracts may be used for hay and pasture
only. The minimum acceptable bid for any tracts con-
taining 6.25 acres or less is $25 per year and the
minimum acceptable bid for tracts over 6.25 acres is $4
per acre per year.
Sealed bids for the use of these tracts will be accepted
by TVA, Division of Property and Services, Paris, Ten-
nessee, until 2 p.m. CDT, September 13, 1976, when the
bids will be publicly opened. Bid forms, size, and other
information may be obtained from the Manager,
Western District, P&SVS, 202 West Blythe Street,
Paris, Tennessee, or call 901-642-2041. -
TVA reserves the right to reject any and all bids
introducing
the bread with 30% fewer calories than white,
and 40010 more fiber than whole wheat.
Fresh Horizons®
A new kind of bread 3 out of 5 doctors




Imagine !. A bread
with 30% fewer calories
than white! Equally as
remarkable, Fresh Horizons
has more fiber than any other bread, almost any other food.
And it tastes delicious.
Compared to whole wheat bread. Fresh Horizons has
five times the fiber —400% more. One slice even
equals the fiber in a serving of 100% All-Bran Cereal. Yet
Fresh Horizons gives you 30% fewer calories than
enriched white bread. Incredible? Yes! In a nationwide
survey of doctors. 3 out of 5 said they would recommend




Fresh Horizons has been tested at two
leading universities, as well as at a renowned
medical clinic. Fresh Horizons is the result of a
long search for a high-fiber food with reduced calories
that looks and tastes good. And it's here how.!
Now"s the time to try it. With the
store coupon below. you can-save on
your firsiloaf of White Or wheat.
Fresh Horizons. The bread with
30% fewer calories, 400% more fiber.
A new kind of bread 3 out of 5 doctors







STORE COUPON 11=1 ISM NM MOB INN INN IMMO 111
f H 761-139 5168 IOC
FRESH HORIZONS • 30% FEWER CALORIES
—WHITE OR WHEAT 400% MORE FIBER
brokers or others Mto are not reta,t chstrrOutors of our ,̂ erchanchse
unless spec,ficatly autesorqed by us Customer must pay any sates
tax Imorces provxm purchase 04 suthoent stoc k to cover coupons
presented tor redemption must be shown on request Coupon vox"
where taxed, restricted or .prohilorted by taw Cash vatue Tr:t1t
Exporek Aprot 30,
L
A NtW KIND OF BREAD 3 OUT OFS DOCTORS AEC— 'MARIEND FORTTS PIMP ALONE
MIN 11115 Milli MINI IMMO IMO ONINS MOB MI RIM MIS NMI MR MOM .111
Mr. Grocer You are authorized as our agent to redeem this coupon
tor )04 on the purchase ot new Fresh Horizons Breed We we pay you
104 plus 54 hancbmg charge for each of these coupons redeemed in
accordance with the terms of this offer. To obtain payment send to
Fresh Horizons PO Box 1334. Clinton, Iowa 52734 Coupons writ not
be honored and will be sod it presented through outside agenc res.




By Abigail Van Buren
c 1976 69 Clucago 7,.bun• S Now, SY.9
DEAR ABBY: So a teacher was upset because a student
skipped school and her mother lied to protect her. Well,
listen to this:
When my son was 15, he skipped school and I was called
at work and asked if he was home sick. I said, "No, if he's
not at school, he's playing hooky."
I was then informed that because he had skipped school
three times before, he was kicked out of school for the
remainder of the semester.
. After trying for two and one half months to get him
back in, I found out it was against the law to suspend a
student for that long, but by then, he was so far behind, he
couldn't catch up, so he lost a whole semester.
I always thought honesty was the best policy, but that's
the thanks I got for being honest.
If I had known then what I know now, I'd have lied to
protect my son and punished him in my own way.
UPSET PARENT IN HELENA, MONTANA
DEAR UPSET: Although I think suspension is a most
inappropriate punishment for okipping school, 1 ca
n't
condone lying to cover up a child's truancy.
DEAR ABBY: The letter about the husband and wife
who allowed their small son into the bedroom during th
eir
most intimate moments interested me. This is a far cry
from the way I was raised.
I was taught that sex was invented by the devil and was
dirty, disgusting and sinful.
Now, at middle age, after two marriages and two
children, I still haven't been able to think of sex as
anything else.
Perhaps if my parents had invited me into their
bedroom, I would have been less frustrated, self-conscious
and guilt-ridden where sex is concerned.
JUST JOHN
DEAR JOHN:, gex education can and is taught to
include an honest explanation without live demonstrations.
DEAR ABBY: Why don't they proclaim a national
Daughter-in-Law Day to honor all those daughters-in-law
who, do things for their mothers-in-law because their own
)ITghters are too busy t
o bother with them?
have just had another one of those Mother's Days, and
I don't think I could face another one. I invited my
mother-in-law to my home for dinner when she let me know
that her own daughters hadn't planned anything "special."
, I was raised to respect my elders and to honor my
parents-(my own mother is deceased), so I was glad to
have her.
Well, behind my back she invited her own children to
come to MY home for dinner! They all "surprised" me, fed
their fat faces, told Mom how "wonderful" she looked, and
then left. Not one of them lifted a finger to help me, and
nobody even said thanks.
To top it off, my mother-in-law is always bragging about
what "terrific" children she has, and she doesn't even
LIKE me.
In case you're wondering how I managed to feed a flock
of unexpected company, I sent out for six buckets of
Chicken.
MARIE HAS HAD IT
DEAR MARIE: 014. Let's hear it for daughters-in-law
out there!
• Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif 90069.





munities are developing plans
to use some of the $2 million
Gov. Julian Carroll allocated
in his budget for bikeway
construction during the next
two years.
The governor's allotment





Secretary John C. Roberts
said "bikeways represent a
long neglected aspect of
transportation development in
Kentucky. Gov. Carroll has
seen fit to make these funds
available to communities in
the state for the advancement
of this form of tran-
sportation."
Tbe latest federal move has
been a $6 million grant for
what it calls a Bikeway
Demonstration Program. In
this funding scheme, the
federal government puts up 80
per cent ot the money, with
local and state sources
providing the balance.
Roberts indicated that the
Kentucky Department of
Transportation (KYDOT) will
pick up the tab for 10 per cent,
leaving local communities
only 10 per cent.
Competition for these
demonstration funds is ex-
pected to be fierce, Roberts
pointed 'out. Whatever
proposals are deemed worthy
in Kentucky must go to the
Federal Highway
Administration regional office
in Atlanta to compete with
•
bikeway plans from seven
other states. The "winners"
there go on to Washington,
where they will be in com-
petition with plans from the
states in the other FHWA
regions. The selection
process, he advised, is likely






Murray continue to study their
needs and their resources in
order to develop bikeway
plans which are acceptable
under state and federal
guidelines.
The original federal
program, contained in the
Federal Highway Act of 1973,
offered 70 per cent federal
money, to be supplemented by
30 per cent from local sources.
COMPUTER TALKS
PHILADELPHIA AP) — A
talking computer is being used
by Civil Service here to aid its
blind employes.
The experimental program
makes it possible for workers
to get information from a Hon-
eywell computer in audible as
well as printed form. This is
accomplished by transmitting
electronic impulses from the
computer to a voice synthesizer
which constructs words. Past
methods for supplying comput-
er information were printouts,
video-display and braille for the
blind. The six-month test is fun-
ded in part by a grant from the
U.S. Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare.
New Division Proposed
By Miner Task Force
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A new
Division of Education,
Training and Certification in
the Kentucky Department of
Mines and Minerals was
proposed by the Deep Mining
Safety Commission task force
on Miner Training and Cer-
tification. The proposed
division, would set standards




miners in the Commonwealth.
The task force unanimously
endorsed Chairman Ted
Haley's recommendation to
require all coal production
personnel, including all
laborers and all supervisors,
to be certified.
The subcommittee, after
discussing various plans to
achieve the overall cer-
tification, adopted a proposal
that said, "As of the day of
enactment of this legislation,
any person presenting
evidence of 90 work days of
experience, along with 40
hours of documented training,
shall be presented a miner's
certificate."
This requirement would
have the effect of a "grand-
father clause" by providing
for the 'certification of
presently working, ex-
perienced miners.




_- The miner's _certification 0
would be renewed anntially,
following a mandatory eight-
hour, minimum, retraining
program provided by the coal
company.
According to guidelines
established by the task force,
a Board of Education Training
and Certification would be
appointed by the governor to
approve all the educational
and training programs by coal
companies, schools and
agencies prior to their im-
plementation. The proposed
board would assume all the
duties of the department's
present certification board, in
addition to its function as an
approval agency.
The six-member body would
be made up of the com-
missioner of the state
Department of Mines and
Minerals, who would serve as
its chairman, one miner from
both Eastern Kentucky and
Western Kentucky; one coal
operator from each of the two




The director, who would
serve as a non-voting member
of the board, would be
required to have five years
practical experience in un-
derground mining, in addition
to being "familiar" with all
phases of coal mining.
His duties would include the
formulation and introduction
of educational and training
programs to the board for
approval. He would also be
placed in charge of all
educational and training
facilities in the division.
Excluding the com-
missioner and director, one
board member would initially
be appointed for a period of
one year; one member for two
years; one member for three
. years and the remaining
member for four years.
After the initial ap-
pointments, each member
would be appointed to a full
four-year term and could be
reappointed, according to the
group's plan.
"The staggered expiration
dates will produce the needed
overlapping necessary for
continuity," said Tom Barton,
a member of the task force.
The task force also decided
that every mine superin-
tendent should be required to
have a first-class mine
foreman's certificate.
The group proposed that the
state Department of Mines
and Minerals should ritaintain
records of training for all
miners and suggested the
creation of a data bank for
records of all currently cer-
tified miners.
In the area of ,rescue and
emergency services, the
subcommittee recommended
the purchase of three mobile
rescue units. The vehicles, one
to be stationed in Western
Kentucky and two in Eastern
Kentucky area, would be
equipped With emergency and
analytical equipment, in-
cluding a communication set-
up.
Calling it "one of the most
desirable features of our
plan," the group proposed that
a resident rescue team be
required for any mine that
employs 200 or more people.
They also recommended that
mines with an employment
figure of less than 200 should
have an access plan, approved
by the Department of Mines
and Minerals, to a trained
rescue squad.
In another section, the task
force endorsed a proposal by
the United Mine Workers of
America which would change
the present 10-year experience
requirement for state mine
inspectors to a five-year
requirement.
The five-member group is
one of three task forces of the
state's Deep Mining Safety
Commission. The com-
mission, created by the
governor, will send its
recommendations to the
appropriate committees of the
Kentucky General Assembly
for consideration during the
special legislative session this
fall.
Members of the task force
on Miner Training and Cer-
tification are Haley; Barton;
Willard Stanley; Robert
Carter and state Rep. William
Blair. 4*
The Aug. 3 meeting was held
on the University of Kentucky
campus in Lexington.
MEMORABLE
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP) —
If Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marty-
nowicz do not remember their
wedding day, it won't be for
lack of effort on the part of the
groom's mother,,,,Mrs. Joan
Martynowicz.
Mrs. Martynowicz, who want-
ed to do "something they'd re-
member all their lives," had
the couple flown by helicopter
to a restaurant for a wedding
breakfast after a church cere-
mony.
•
GOV. JULIAN CAROLE inks a proclamation designating September as Breath of life
month in Kentucky under the watchful eye of Todd Gibbs of Holland. Todd is the state
cystic fibrosis poster child. Cystic fibrosis is the most common inherited disease which
causes death in the white population, according to Or. David Wilson, director of the
University of Kentucky's cystic fibrosis clink in the pediatrics department There will be
cystic fibrosis fund raising triforts during the math of September. The proclamation






Full bolts of pretty flo-
rals and novelty patterns
make tertffic tops and
dresses for the hot Sum-
mer.























Sew up super shirts and
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Super fabric for sportswear! Full


















Great for light weight
tops and dresses. Fash-
ion cuts. Single and
Pique stitches.
master charge
Acres of Free Parking
•
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The 1-24 bridge spanning the Ohio River in Mt:Gacken ( 011111)iii been entered in
the U. S. Transportation Department's ninth annual "the Highway and Its
Environment" contest by the state Department of Transportation as an outstanding
'highway structure. The 1-24 bridge was cited last year for an Award of Merit from








Guadeloupe (AP) — The
Soufriere volcano continued to
pour out clouds of deadly
sulphur gas and ash today,
and the scientists observing it
said they still believed a
"r2tastrtiphic— eruption was - -
corning. But they were unable
to predict when it would
happen.
After helicopter flights
Tuesday around the 4,813-foot
peak on Guadeloupe's western
island, Prof. Robert Brousse
of the University of Paris
reported dense clouds of
sulphur and ash blanketing
the deserted towns of St.
Claude and Baillif and par-
tially covering Basse-Terre,
the capital, which also has
been evacuated.
Winds from the northeast
were moving the clouds out to
sea, but La Soufriere was
replacing them continuously.
The outpouring of gas,
steam and ash covered the top
of the volcano and prevented
the scientists flying over the
crater. One helicopter was
nearly caught by the
spreading cloud, and the pilot
had to use maximum syed to
escape.
"There were numerous and
very violent temblors,"
Brousse reported. "Because
the visibility was zero we
couldn't determine what
happened at the summit. It
was obviously something
big."
He reported 890 earth
shocks between 6 p.m.
Monday and 11 a.m. Tuesday.
The biggest of these ex-
plosions deep inside the
volcano Monday night was felt
20 miles away, but the
scientists said this was not the
expected big blowoff.
"The volcano is gradually
worsening — this is a day-to-
day situation," Brousse
commented.
The 72,000 people living
within a danger zone of six
miles around La Soufriere
have been evacuated, and on
Tuesday the government
started moving the 1,500
residents of Vieux-Fort, which
though only seven miles from
the volcano, is protected by
the Caraibes Mountains.
"We are asking them to
leave for psychological
reasons," said Jean-Claude
Aurousseau, the chief of
government.
"They were in no danger,
but they were alone and
afraid."
II;IFORMAL POLL
BOSTON (AP) — Among
100,000 visitors to "The Revolu-
ce" exhibit here, 47 per cent
have been classified in an infor-
mal survey as patriots on the
colonists' side.
They were rated by a Honey-.
well computer according to
their votes on four major Revo-
lutionary issues — the Stamp
Act, the Boston Massacre
Trials, the Boston Tea Party
and the Siege of Boston.
Loyalists among the visitors
totaled 27 per cent. Another 26
per cent were undecided. It is
estimated that in 1776 a slight
majority of the colonists were
patriots, with a sizable minor-
.ity remaining loyal to the
Crown.
' In 146 B.C.. under the Greek
Ptolemies, Alexandria in Egypt
had become one of the greatest
ities in the world.
Ii
•
TVA Misses Savings Without Browns Ferry
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Valley
Authority could have saved
$18 million in July had its
Browns Ferry Nuclear power
plant been in operation, a TVA
spokesman says.
TVA spokesman 1,ep
Shephard said Tuesday the $18
million could have bean saved
if the 'agency could have
avoided outside power pur-
chases of $20 million and
produced the same amount of
power at Browns Ferry.
"If we could have generated
the same power 1913 million
killowatthours I from Browns
Ferry, if it had been a straight
replacement and if it had been
available at the right time and
all of it acquired from Browns
Ferry, the additional cost
factor would have been
roughly the fuel cost of about
$2 million," he said.
TVA contends on-site costs
at Browns Ferry run about the
Remington Model 1100, America's best
selling automatic shotgun. Natural
pointing. Gas-operated. Low recoil.
Famous for reliable performance
Remington Model 870 "Wingma:tee'
Pumplhotguns - Ventilated Rib Barrel
Messengers123A
the most popular CB radio
  in America! Reg. $149.95
Hundreds of thousands of CB users have chosen this
radio as the best value ir4TB! Its proven 100% solid-state
chassis has electronic speech compression on transmit
for extra range. To cut noise and interference on receive
there's an effective automatic noise limiter, "steep skirt"
mechanical selectivity filter and an acoustically isolated
speaker system. Illuminated metering gives relative










Provides full 3600 illumina-
tion, variable bulb setting.
Batt. not incl. 360LE
rT,3c1P-,
same whether the plant is in
operation or not, and that the
only additional major expense
incurred during operations is
for fuel.
The agency announced
Tuesday that its residential
power rates will rise by one
cent per 10,000 killowatthours
next month, eclipsing this
monthisrecord high rates.
The increase reflects the
cost of coal used to generate
electricity and of power
SPARK PLUG
For lawn mowers and many other
small engines. Fits most two and
four cycle engines Easy to in-
stall; long lasting. 4018
SMALL ENGINE MUFFLER
Lower sound level for lawn-
mowers, other small engines.
Flat or round type. 4117'5120415
For most Ford, Chrysler,
GM and American Motors
models. KF 1/F25/33/KF 7
Legs tide in to use, slide
out for compact storage.
Three-position grill. 116
pur-
chased from other utility
systems.
Browns Ferry, closed since
a fire damaged electrical
cables at the plant March 22,
1975, has been repaired but
must be re-licensed by the
Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission's Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board before power
generation may resume.
William E. Garner, a
Scottsboro, Ala., attorney is
fighting the phint's re-opening
10-CUP STAINLESS
COFFEEMAKER
Won't absorb bitter oils,
cleans up easily; heats
water fast. Flavor control
and signal light. 506
Ten= kvitturrients
PERCENT CALCULATOR
Four standard functions plus
percent key. Automatic con-




"RALLY" CREAM WAX (14 oz.)
Applicator Pack. Fast, easy
way to long-lasting car beauty.
Cleans and shines deep
Trims fast—makes 3600 cuts per minute. 3-position
safety switch locks on when operating, turns off auto-
matically when trigger is released. 8104
(A) SMOKER GRILL
Cooking grid adjusts to 4
levels, title to either side
— cooks rare to well dons
at once. Draft rents in
hood and bowl for heat
control; tiff-away hood.
01134/4400
and filed as an Intervenor in
the re-licensing proceedings.
Garner contends TVA
personnel do not have the
training or experience to
safely operate the plant and
that the NRC's inspection
program is inadequate.
A hearing on the re-licnsing
was held last week in Bruit-
sville, Ala. The safety and
licensing board is expected to
submit its findings to the NRC
the next two weeks ---•
etarium.
SPACE ART
NEW YORK (API — On
show until September at the
American Museum-Hayden
Planetarium is an exhibition of
the "space art" of Rick Ster-
nbach, a prominent illustrator
of both science fiction and feet.
The exhibit consists of 20 of his
paintings, mostly gouaches,
futuristic visions glowing with
gem-like colors.
Sternbach's illustrations have
appeared in a variety ofperiod-
icals and books, including Anal-
og, Astronomy and Science Di-
gest. The exhibition is beig
held in conjunction with '
Universe of Science Fiction," a
_summer course .at the Plan-
FOOD PRICES WILL SOON BE TUMBLING DOWN
BIG JOHN
THE PRICE BUSTER IS COMING TO YOUR TOWN
With Power Reverse. Features 5-Pp engine with recoil
starter; throttle stop, drive and reverse controls plus
height adjustment on handle. Has 16 bolo tine blades,
14" diam., tilling width adjusts from 9%" to 26"
66 6.
All Other Models Are Also On Selo!
Vinyl tubing with built-in cushion
of air for real comfort. 1" alum.
frame. 961
All vinyl tubing chairs, rockers,
chaise lounges. At Special Prices
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2. Notice





Across from Post Office.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
$.75, at Horbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
















or Reverand John Mack
Pool. Send information
to Dr. John Mack Hood
Jr. 3802 Point Loma
Ave., San Diego Calif.
92106.
NOTICE
Attorommately 1200 so ft.
of rental space available at




5 Lost And Found
LOST BACKUSBURG
area-Walker female
Coon Hound, July 23,






Flu WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS
6 Help Wanted
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs person M-F over
40 for exclusive in-
dustrial sales territroy.
No relocation. We are an -
expanding- AAA-1 - firm
established since .1933.





sonal interview write a








day per week. Call 753-
11131.
























Under 60. 2 Hours a day, 5
days a week For interview






per week, plus auto
expense bonus.
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 443-4595.
WAITRESS WANTED. 2-





Grill cook, breakfast & Wawa,
cook, waitresses, applications






type for well known co.
Salary open.- 2 sales
persons ages 25-35.
Salary $800.00 per
- month, call 442-8161
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED IMMEDIATELY!






































Bell helmet Worth the
money Coll 8-5 753-









L(ES WHEN THE POKERS ON
THE OTHER TEAM DRAG ME
INTO THEIRDUGOUT AND
BEAT ON ME WITH THEIR





























 --C 20i*QT NtE3E3LE




I HAD TO USE UP
THE WHOLE ROLL








14. Want To Buy
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.




15. Articles For Sale
TOMATO JUICERS, no
peeling, no coring, no
Pre-cooking. Separates
juice trom pulp, seed
and peeling. Also works




FOR SALE Twin Stroller.
Good condition. Call 527-
9959.
MOVING+MUST SELL
harvest table, 6 chairs,
and hutch. Call 753-6974
anytime on weekends
and after 5:30 p.m.
weekdays.
TESTED AND AP-
PROVED by millions of
homemakers. Blue
lustre carpet cleaner is
top's. Western Auto,
home of ."Wishing Well
Gift Shop."






shelter, shells a bushel







shampooer, Big K, Bel
Air Shopping Center.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon
polyester rug with pad,
green. Call 753-4931.









clothes. All in good
condition. Ca1t192-8469.
ROLLIECORD - V.B. 120
camera $70.00. Call 527-
8591.
FORMICA DINETTE set
635.00, white desk and
chair $20.00, 2 chairs,
$5.00 & $12.00., twin
bedspread $3.00 each,
call 753-2234.
2 RESERVE SEATS to
any St. Louis Cardinal
home game in 1976.
Cheap! 753-562Q.











Beige long couch, good


















21/2 miles North • of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
...cushion nour..iev9.awl
ft. widths 16 patterns to














and Service, 500 Maple






sale. Hay bine crasher,







Span building that holds
grain, grain bins, grain
cleaners, Super Bee
dryers, and gooseneck
trailers. Call 753-2958 or
489-2237.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
M-C GRAIN DRYERS
and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-628-
3892 or 3742.
10-20 JOHN DEER
tractor, plows, disc, and
garden blade. 1200 hrs.
call 489-2195.
FARM TRUCK, 71
International, 2 ton with
151/2 foot midwest bed
with dump. New tires,
20,000 miles 435-4301.
PAPEC CUTTER in good
condition $1000.00, two
row New Idea corn
picker. Good condition.
Call 435-4301.
TWO IA", Ford 'bottom
plows, 6 foot Ferguson
mower. Cr 11 492-8644.
10-20 JOHN DEERE,
tractor, plows, disc, and
grader blade. 1200 hrs.
Call 489-2195.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




READY TO FISH, 1976,
16' Polar Kraft bass
boat, 1972 50 HP
Evenrude, depth finder,
trolling motor. Call 753-
4148 after 5 p.m.
17 FOOT STRIKER bass
boat, 115 HP Johnson,
trolling motor, Cobra








hunter bow, 45 lb. pull,
arrows, bow rack and an
accessories, $25.00. Also
one 135 lb. metal weight
lifting set, 625.00. Call
753-4770.
14' FIBERGLASS
Starcraft with a 40 horse
electric start Johnson
motor, tilt trailer, good
cond. Call after 5 p.m.
753-4749.
15' RUNABOUT Seaking




































732 Irvin Cobb Road.
Phone 436-5894.
870 REMINGTON 12
guage, 30-30 Marlin with
scope, two fiesty pup-





pennies. Most types of
each Grades G B U also




striped, 'and a 220
electric heater. Call 753-
5611.
16' GARAGE DOOR,
three good panels, (one
with glass) Two door
panels all parts in-
cluded. $25.00. Two
wooden clothes line
posts with garbage rack





Radial arm saw with
stand, $150.00. Call 753-
8856.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








Royal and Maco 300
'liner. Call 753-8856.
TUBE C.B. base station
with extra base ac-
Cesiors, also push-up
pole and antenia. Must
be sold together. Call
753-5106 between 7 p.m.
and 9:30p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1970 12 x 60 two bedroom
trailer, furnished with 3
year old household
furniture, except kit-
chen table. King size
bed, 15.2 cubic ft.
refrigerator. 20,000 BTU
air. Natural gas heat.
Moving must sell. A-4
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
0572.
1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at




home on large lot with or
without furniture. Call
436-2540.
1969 SHELBY 3 bedroom,
1/2 baths, central air
and heat. Call 753-9065
after 5 p.m. 753-8717.
1971 - 12 x 64, 4 bedroom,
1/2 baths, central air,
utility pole, tie downs,
436-2549 or 436-2383.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-6226.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO RENT 2
bedroom furnished
house or apt. Call 753-
1495.
32. Apartments for Rent
THREE ROOM apart-
ment, unfurnished.
Water, lights and phone.
Retired elderly people.




heat and air. Wall to
wall carpeting, outlet
for washer and dryer.
No pets. Prefer couple.
Qa1.13-9741.
NICE FURNISHED




carpeted, close to MSU.







block from Campus. No





teller WS. Mans 753-
51011 753-5565
33. Rooms for Rent
ONE BLOCK FROM
campus, refrigerator.
$35.00 per month. Call
753-4182.
FOR BOYS: private room
with kitchen facilities.
Call 436-5479.
34. Houses For Rent
NICE 2 bedroom small
house with carport.
$100.013 per month. Call
489-2595.
40.Produce
CORN AND Peas for sale.
Ora King, 7534116.
SWEET CORN, 70 cents
doten.-1- milb-West of









clothing. Odds and ends,
one mile west of Aurora
on Hwy. 80.




Aug. 19, 20, 21, 801
Sycamore.
CARPORT SALE five
party, Aug. 20 and 21 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Wringer




shoes, men's ties many
plants and misc. items.
Follow signs on S. 16th
to Ford Road.
FURNISHED HOME TO
a single woman teacher
for the school year. Call
436-5479.







I STALL HORSE trailer,









TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
small gentle pony. Call
436-5467
ST. BERNARD pups AKC
registered and wormed.








Kennels offers for sale, 3
month old male Great
Dane, cropped and
shots. $150. Grooming





peaches of the season
are now ready. Finest
quality. ._ large size
Yellow Freestone. Come
Now. Turn left 31 mile
East of Tennessee river
hridege at McCollum




Also cooking apples and





Thurs., & Fri., 8-6 p.m.,
2 story house., 41/2 miles
Hwy. 94-E. Call 753-3605.
EIGHT PARTY yard
sale, Friday & Saturday,
Aug. 20, 21 at 403 S. 12
St., antique bottles,
books, household items,
plants, toys, clothing of
all types and sizes and
junk.
GARAGE SALE, Friday
and Saturday, 20 and
21st August, Third house
on right past 18th street
on Lynn Grove highway.
YARD SALE, lot 188
Riviera Ct., Saturday, 8-
3.
=MN
78 ACRE FARM Located
southwest of Murray.,
Good prnducing farm,
good fencing with older
frame house, tobacco




cent of farm in -good
tendable acreage. This
farm offers a good
return on investment
and inCluding all im-
provements is an ex-






505 Beale Street off
Chestnut. Two rooms
full of miscellaneous




at 1710 Miller. Nice 3
bedroom brick with
carport. Also new 22' x
24' one car garage with
workshop. Priced to sell.
Someone will get a




side rents for $150.00 per
month, furniture in-
cluded. New roof,
electric wall heat, utility'
room with dryer hook up
and 10 foot by 14 foot
wood storage building,
very deep lot. For ap-
pointment call 753-8080
or come by 105 N. 12th
Street Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
KENTUCKY LAKE
AREA-7 -W-6-1-dITi n d
acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of County Road
frontage - $600 per acre.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments' to suit the
Buyer. For directions to
inspect phone 436-5320 or.
436-2473.












































































































340' x 337' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. Couaty,
thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.
NEW COLONIAL STYLE
4 bedroom 21,2 bath
home on 2 plus acre
wooded lot. Excellent
location only 5 miles





attached 2 car garage.
Just listed and priced at
only $45,000. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY
753-1222 for all your real
estate needs. .
44.Lots For Sale
TWO ACRES at Almo, Rt.
I, also Star Duet mobile
home, 12 x 62 will sell
either or both. Call 753-
3635.
BY OWNER - nice
building site, lot 111.6 x
211 on Oakdale Drive.
Call 753-0814.
1.11 .41L MillE 1071:11
45. Farms FOI Sale 46 Homes Foi sale
37 ACRE FARM with. BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
farm house. 30 acres in brick, nice subdivision.
beans Call 436-2266 Cal 7534023 or 753-4448.-- • -
SMALL FARM ON 641.
Call 753-6940.
46. Homes For Sale
OWNER movrNo - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and






and air, fully car-
peted, patja, carport,
storage building fen-




your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.




bedroom, 2 bath home




$316.00 Up. Floored, reedy to use. Mobile home edd-ons, patios,





F*NALLIS DRUG*PRESCRIPTIONS*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALELEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Auction Sale
Thursday night, Aug. 19, 1976, at 7:30 p.m. at the
Odd Shop, across from 641 Auction House. Lots of
new furniture, paint, display tables,
miscellaneous items, windows, some glasS, no
telling what else. Come by and see.
James E. Travis No. 278,
Shorty McBride No. 247
Auctioneers
AUGUST WHITE SALE






















810 Sycamore Phone 753-0632
Prices Good Through Aug. 20
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
BY OWNER, nice 3
bedroom home close to
shopping Center, and
downtown business, on












house on 2.3 acres, 5






utility and hall. Call C.
0. Bondurant Realty,
753-9954, 753-3460 or 753-
3690.
THREE BEDROOM
FRAME home. on 80
acre farm in Calloway
county near lake. 25
tillable acres and
another 25 acres could
be. cleared for
cultivation, 8 acres in
bottomland and 20 acres
in timber. House has
central oil heat, wall to
wall carpet, utility room
with dryer hookup,
range and refrigerator,
24' x 24' basement. Call
753-8080 or come by
.Boyd Majors Real




home at 1614 College
Farm Road with extra
lot included. Must sell to
settle estate. Galloway




division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central




HONDA FOR SALE ZB
360 T. $850. Only 1,478
miles. Call 753-6471.
1973 HONDA CB 350. 1972
Honda CB 350. 1973
Honda CB 500. Call 753-
6000. Garrison Motor
Sales.
1974 TRAIL 70 Honda,
good cond. Call 753-3635.
1975 YAMAHA 350*
$800.00. Call 753-8322 ask
for Larry.
"BE'VoRE. WE MEV" WfFH THI5 CARTER
AT A SUMM11', WE SHOULD F IRST KNOW






$15.99 plus $1.74 FE Tax.
C78x13", $16.88 plus
$2.27 FE Tax. E78x14",
$18.25 plus $2.27 FE Tax.
F78x14", $18.95 plus
$2.39 FE Tax. G78x14"
or 15", $20.88 plus $2.58
FE Tax. H78X15", $21.99
plus $2.80 FE Tax.
I.78x15", $23.99 plus
$3.08 FE Tax. '
TIRE SALE-The Wide
Ones with Raised White
Letters. Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. G70x14" or 15",
$25.78 plus $2.87 FE Tax.
G60x14" or 15", $27.59
plus $3.01 FE Tax.
L60x14" or 15", $30.46
plus $3.58 FE Tax.
TRUCK 'TIRE Sale -
Hiway Tread, Premium
Grade, Fully Guaran-
teed. 700x15" 6 ply,
$24.36 plus $2.83 FE Tax.
750x16" 8 ply $31.23 plus
-$3.59 FE Tax. Traction
type 4 ply • G78x15",
$21.04 plus $2.58 FE Tax
or.H78x15", $22.58 plus
tf.130 FE Tax. 700x15" 6
ply, $28-27 plus $3.16 FE
Tax. 7503416" 8 ply,
$37.39 plus $3.95 FE Tlix.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 PONTIAC BON-
NEVILLE, fully air,
new tires, extra clean,
$1000. Call 753-5738.





ST, automatic, air, must





owner. $1095. C 11 753-
4445.
1970 BUICK Wildcat, 4
door hard-top, double
power and air, AM-FM
radio and vinyl top. Has
59,000 actual miles one
owner, in extra good
shape. $1000.00. Phone
354-6217.
1965 FORD window Van 61973 125 CZ Motocross
bike, built for racing. f cylinder automatic.a.
New tires. $275.00. Runs Good, $600.00.
Phone 35476691. Phone 354-6217.
48. Automotive Service
BLACK E-T MAGS, fits





1-3 H.P. air comp., 1 gas
pump, 1 frame pick up
lift, 1 mini bike. Call 489-
2490.
302 MOTOR FOR 71 Ford
truck -$175.06, 360 motor
needs overhauling for 68
Ford truck $50.00. Call






92.89 FE Tax. GR78x14"
or 15's, $37.92 plus $2.97
FE Tax. FiR78x157 -




power and air, $2200.00.
Call 435-4301.
TON Chevrolet dump
truck with dump bed.
Motor needs ,some
repair. $450.00. Call 753-
7238.
1971 OLDS DELTA, 2 door
coupe with power and
air, new radial tires,
sharp. Call 753-8500.
1965 INT. Scout good
mech. $625•00 can be
seen after 6 p.m. Call
4374132.
1972 MONTE CARLO,
extra clean, air and
power steering and
brakes, new tires
$2300.00 firm. Call 753-
9259 or 753-4107.
1974--V. W. raver -sett
$2,200.00. Good con-
dition. Call 753-8360
after 6:00 p. m.
49. Used Cars L Trucks
1974 MAZDA, Station










topper for an El Camono
125.00. Call 436-2227..
1970 FORD XI. coupe like
new, also 1969 Pontiac,












steering and air cond.




new interior, motor and
body excellent cond.





cond. $1700.00. Call 753-
3862 after 1 p.m.
1973 PLYMOUTH,
Grande Coupe, two door
hardtop, power steering




engine and new headers
$700.00. Call 753-0165 or
after 5 p.m. Call 436-
2568.
1962 CHEN'. CHURCH bus
with 66 engine and 2
speed axle. Will accept
bid over $500 through










Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for




dry, work - comptetety
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con-
struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing











DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal_ coating. For
free estimate, call 753-
7238.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night. -
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling




will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bucy
Trucking, call after 4




ficient service. NO job










and roofs sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
EXPERIENCED
babysitter wanting to




work needs call Johit
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, white gravel, .




plumbing - jobs done'
Then call 753-6614.
KIRBY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business
homcs, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




Every Friday night at the 641 Auction House,
Paris, Tennessee. This week we have Oak knock-_
down wardrobe, nice oak three door icebox, Oak
side board, oak wash stand, oak rocker, three
oak spindle back chairs, two walnut spindle back
chair, good clothes dryer, nice end tables, good
vacuum cleaner, drum table, Alladin fuel oil
heater with brass bottom, old coffeemill, brass




V. B. BUILDING Con-
struction. • Home and
commercial painting
and remodeling. Free










and shurbbery cut and
hauled away. Call 753-
5320.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, 1,vith years of back
experience, free
estimates. Call 4374534.
WILL DO babysitting any







WILL BUSH HOG, lots.




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and












Call 753-4124, South 4th




taw you need so,Plies,
opipswont or service cell vs.
Cloodog is what we know
best. We hove stew cleaners
end other cleening egeipment
for rent, or if you Prefer we












5, Box 325. Reduced
price. Call 436-2510.
WOULD LIKE YARDS to
mow or trimming or
other odd jobs. Call 489-
2471.
PAINTING, INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour




vice.. No job too small.
















- • Call 75341090,
54. Free Column
FREE - Six month bid
male mixed breed pato.
Black with brown and
white markings on I*.
tail and belly. Very/
intelligent and friendly_
We took this stray pup in
but now we must move.
It is important that we
find a home for him by
Thursday. Please call
436-2493.
FREE - Four month old
female kitten. Black and
white spotted. Gentle,
affectionate, and will
make a lovely pet to
some kind and un-
derstanding person.
Housebroken. It is
requested that she be
kept inside at all Wiles
as she is healthy but
delicate and very lady-
like. Call 753-3535 after
4:30 p.m.
FOUR KITTENS and a
mothzr cat. Call 436-
2318.
FREE PART bird dog
puppies, 6 weeks old,
must move, call 753-6229
or 753-1934.
55. Wanted




Friday August 20th 10 a. in., 505 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. Mrs. Ellen James home, selling
nice refrigerator with 50 ii,. freezer, washer and
dryer, electric range, table and chairs, new 18 x
22 nylon rug, old walnut bed stead, hand made
rocker, baby bed, old dough bin, egg baskets,
many collectable items, other furniture, power











Saturday, August 21, 1976 at 10:00 a.m., 4 miles
east of Puryear, on Highway 140, at Long's Store, 7
known as old Salmon Store. 1972 model 175
Massey Furguson tractor, 1350 hrs., Hay Baler,
bush hog, 13' wheel disc, section Harrow, 5'
blade, two wheel trailer, 1973 1 ton Ford dump
truck with cattle racks, 1961 Falcon, automatic,
lots of miscellaneous items such as adding
machine, fuel tank, jet pump big fuel oil ,heater,
20 sheets of heavy guage metal.
This is a open sale if you want to sell something






In Shop, spraying of yard furniture-shutters-etc.
Parking Lot Striping.
We are fully Insured.
No job too Large or too Small.
_ FREE ESTIMATES
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
CARLOS BLACK JR.
AINTING COMPANY
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
9 Meaty Pieces 

































U. S. No. 1
Red
Potatoes
'.7ag 9 910 Lb
 f
FRESH, TENDER, AND
JUICY STEMS ARE AL-
WAYS' ASSURED AT .JIM
ADAMS . ONLY THE
BEST U.S. CHOICE BEEF
HAS THE SEAL OF









Prices Good thru Tuesday, August 24, 1976. Quantity Rights R
eserved






Only I U.S. CHOICE•BONELESS







CUBE STEAK Lb. $1 7,8
AT JIM ADAMS O . YOUR MEAT PURCHASES ARE GUARANTEED TO BE





































































PEANUT BUTTER.. $ 1 1 9














ERA 25' OFF LABEL. . . $2 1 9




Northside: -300. Southside: .600.
LAST WEEK
NORTHSIDE
NO
WINNER
SOUTHSIDE
_
WINNER
